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Chapter 1

Kenneth Robert Reitz Ancestors

Generation 1

1 Kenneth Robert

Kenneth Robert Reitz, the son of Douglas Myron Reitz(2) and Patricia Margaret Glynn(3), was born in , 1988 in Centre Co Hosp, State College, Centre County, PA. He married Bessie Mae Monke on 8, 2014 in Winchester, Virginia, United States. Bessie was born in , 1989 in Maryland, United States.

Kenneth Robert Reitz and Bessie Mae Monke had no children.

His pedigree is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

Generation 2

2 Douglas Myron

Douglas Myron Reitz, the son of Howard Wesley Reitz(4) and Carol Frances Stamm(5), was born in , 1969 in Centre Co Hosp, Bellefonte, Centre County. He married Patricia Margaret Glynn on 12, 1988. Patricia, the daughter of Patrick Glynn and Margaret Peggy Mass, was born in , 1968 in Queens, , New York City, New York.

Children of Douglas Myron Reitz and Patricia Margaret Glynn:

1. Kenneth Robert Reitz was born in , 1988 in Centre Co Hosp. Details of his family were shown earlier (1).

3 Patricia Margaret

Patricia Margaret Glynn, the daughter of Patrick Glynn(6) and Margaret Peggy Mass(7), was born in , 1968 in Queens. She married Douglas Myron Reitz on 12, 1988. Douglas, the son of Howard Wesley Reitz(4) and Carol Frances Stamm(5), was born in , 1969 in Centre Co Hosp.

Children of Patricia Margaret Glynn and Douglas Myron Reitz are shown under Douglas Myron Reitz(2).
Figure 1.1: Pedigree of Kenneth Robert Reitz(1)
Generation 3

4 Howard Wesley

Howard Wesley REITZ, the son of Myron Wesley REITZ(8) and Isabel June JODON(9), was born in , 1947 in Centre Co Hosp, Bellefonte, Centre Co, PA. He married Carol Frances STamm on 27, 1965 in St Luke’s LuthCh, Centre Hall, Centre, Pennsylvania. Carol, the daughter of Fred Roger STamm and Helen RISHEL, was born in , 1947 in Bellefonte, Centre, PA. Children of Howard Wesley REITZ and Carol Frances STamm:

i. Douglas Myron REITZ was born in , 1969 in Centre Co Hosp. Details of his family were shown earlier (2).

ii. Brian Wesley REITZ was born in , 1966 in Centre Co Hosp, Bellefonte, Centre County, Pennsylvania.


5 Carol Frances

Carol Frances STamm, the daughter of Fred Roger STamm(10) and Helen RISHEL(11), was born in , 1947 in Bellefonte. She married Howard Wesley REITZ on 27, 1965 in St Luke’s LuthCh. Howard, the son of Myron Wesley REITZ(8) and Isabel June JODON(9), was born in , 1947 in Centre Co Hosp. Children of Carol Frances STamm and Howard Wesley REITZ are shown under Howard Wesley REITZ(4).

6 Patrick

Patrick GLYNN was born some time before , 1950 in Scotland, United Kingdom. He married Margaret Peggy MASS. Margaret was born some time before , 1950 in Scotland.

Children of Patrick GLYNN and Margaret Peggy MASS:

i. Patricia Margaret GLYNN was born in , 1968 in Queens. Details of her family were shown earlier (3).

7 Margaret Peggy

Margaret Peggy MASS was born some time before , 1950. She married Patrick GLYNN. Patrick was born some time before , 1950 in Scotland.

Children of Margaret Peggy MASS and Patrick GLYNN are shown under Patrick GLYNN(6).
Generation 4

8 Myron Wesley

Myron Wesley Reitz, the son of Howard W Reitz(16) and Ella Esther Owen(17), was born on 9, 1914 in Montandon, W.Chillisquaque, Northumberland, Pennsylvania. He married Isabel June Jodon on 7, 1935 in Milesburg, Centre County. Isabel, the daughter of Foster Vanvalzah Jodon and Cora Edith Brooks, was born on 16, 1917 in Axemann, Spring Twp, Centre County, Pennsylvania and died on 6, 2009 in Wynwood House, Centre Hall, Centre County. Myron died on 26, 1973 in Centre Co Hosp, Bellefonte, Centre.

Children of Myron Wesley Reitz and Isabel June Jodon:

1. Howard Wesley Reitz was born in , 1947 in Centre Co Hosp. Details of his family were shown earlier (4).

9 Isabel June

Isabel June Jodon, the daughter of Foster Vanvalzah Jodon(18) and Cora Edith Brooks(19), was born on 16, 1917 in Axemann. She married Myron Wesley Reitz on 7, 1935 in Milesburg. Myron, the son of Howard W Reitz(16) and Ella Esther Owen(17), was born on 9, 1914 in Montandon and died on 26, 1973 in Centre Co Hosp. Isabel died on 6, 2009 in Wynwood House.

Children of Isabel June Jodon and Myron Wesley Reitz are shown under Myron Wesley Reitz(8).

10 Fred Roger

Fred Roger Stamm was born on 19, 1918 in Bellefonte. He married Helen Rishel. Helen was born in , 1918. Fred died on 4, 1986 in Ft. Myers, Florida.

Children of Fred Roger Stamm and Helen Rishel:

1. Carol Frances Stamm was born in , 1947 in Bellefonte. Details of her family were shown earlier (5).

11 Helen

Helen Rishel was born in , 1918. She married Fred Roger Stamm. Fred was born on 19, 1918 in Bellefonte and died on 4, 1986 in Ft. Myers.

Children of Helen Rishel and Fred Roger Stamm are shown under Fred Roger Stamm(10).
16 Howard W

Howard W Reitz, the son of Joseph S. Reitz(32) and Minnie C(33), was born in , 1904 in Shamokin, Northumberlnd Co, Pennsylvania. He married Ella Esther Owen on 10, 1910 in , Montandon, Northumberlnd Co. Ella, the daughter of Thomas Arthur Owen and Eleanor Amanda Merrick, was born on 13, 1891 in Niagara Falls, Welland, Ontario, Canada. Ella later remarried William Franklin Oliver on 7, 1913 in Toronto, York, Ontario. Howard died on 29, 1918 in W.Chillisquaque, Northumberlnd Co.

Children of Howard W Reitz and Ella Esther Owen:

1. Myron Wesley Reitz was born on 9, 1914 in Montandon and he died on 26, 1973 in Centre Co Hosp. Details of his family were shown earlier (8).

17 Ella Esther

Ella Esther Owen, the daughter of Thomas Arthur Owen(34) and Eleanor Amanda Merrick(35), was born on 13, 1891 in Niagara Falls. She married first, Howard W Reitz on 10, 1910 in , Montandon. Howard, the son of Joseph S. Reitz(32) and Minnie C(33), was born in , 1904 in Shamokin and died on 29, 1918 in W.Chillisquaque. Ella married second, William Franklin Oliver on 7, 1913 in Toronto. William, the son of Joseph Oliver and Elizabeth Woodley, was born in , 1884 in Toronto, York Co, Ontario.

Children of Ella Esther Owen and Howard W Reitz are shown under Howard W Reitz(16).

Ella Esther Owen and William Franklin Oliver had no children.

18 Foster Vanvalzah

Foster Vanvalzah Jodon, the son of Lewis Edgar Jodon(36) and Jemima Jane Tibbens(37), was born on 5, 1878 near Bellefonte, Spring Twp, Centre County. He married Cora Edith Brooks on 31, 1900 in Pleasant Gap, , Centre County. Cora, the daughter of Mary Ann Gross, was born on 16, 1877 in Pleasant Gap, Spring Twp, Centre County, PA and died on 5, 1959 in Bellefonte, , Centre County. Foster died on 10, 1946 in Pennsylvania Ave, Centre Hall, Centre County.

Children of Foster Vanvalzah Jodon and Cora Edith Brooks:

1. Isabel June Jodon was born on 16, 1917 in Axemans and she died on 6, 2009 in Wynwood House. Details of her family were shown earlier (9).

19 Cora Edith

Cora Edith Brooks, the daughter of Mary Ann Gross(39), was born on 16, 1877 in Pleasant Gap. She married Foster Vanvalzah Jodon on 31, 1900 in Pleasant Gap. Foster, the son of Lewis Edgar Jodon(36) and Jemima Jane Tibbens(37), was born on 5, 1878 near Bellefonte and died on 10, 1946 in Pennsylvania Ave. Cora died on 5, 1959 in Bellefonte.

Children of Cora Edith Brooks and Foster Vanvalzah Jodon are shown under Foster Vanvalzah Jodon(18).
Generation 6

32 Joseph S.

Joseph S. Reitz, the son of Joseph H Reitz(64) and Zeiders Catharine Siders(65), was born on 5, 1848 in Jackson Twp, Northumberland Co, Pennsylvania. He married Minnie C. Minnie was born circa , 1886 in Maryland. Minnie had previously married William F Rutz, and had 3 children by that marriage: Edward, Agnes, Margret. Minnie later remarried , and had 2 children by that marriage: Amenda, Chester. Joseph died on 8, 1912 in Montandon, W.Chillisquaque.

Children of Joseph S. Reitz and Minnie C:

1. Howard W Reitz was born in , 1904 in Shamokin and he died on 29, 1918 in W.Chillisquaque. Details of his family were shown earlier (16).

33 Minnie

Minnie C was born circa , 1886 in Maryland. She married first, William F Rutz. William was born circa , 1879 in Maryland. Minnie married second, Joseph S. Reitz. Joseph, the son of Joseph H Reitz(64) and Zeiders Catharine Siders(65), was born on 5, 1848 in Jackson Twp, Northumberland Co and died on 8, 1912 in Montandon. Minnie third had a child with an unknown spouse.

Children of Minnie C and William F Rutz:

1. Edward W Reitz was born circa , 1905 in Maryland.
2. Agnes E. Reitz was born on 17, 1905 in Maryland. Agnes died on 30, 1993 in Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
3. Margret M Reitz was born circa , 1908 in Maryland.

Children of Minnie C and Joseph S. Reitz are shown under Joseph S. Reitz(32).

Children of Minnie C and __:

1. Amenda E Reitz was born in , 1906 in Pennsylvania.
2. Chester J Reitz was born circa , 1909 in Pennsylvania.

34 Thomas Arthur

Thomas Arthur Owen, the son of Toliver R. Owen(68), was born circa , 1860. He married Eleanor Amanda Merrick on 30, 1890 in Saint Catharines, Grantham, Lincoln, Ontario. Eleanor, the daughter of William Roche Merrick and Mary Watson, was born circa , 1860 in Merrickville, Ontario.

Children of Thomas Arthur Owen and Eleanor Amanda Merrick:

1. Ella Esther Owen was born on 13, 1891 in Niagara Falls. Details of her family were shown earlier (17).

35 Eleanor Amanda

Eleanor Amanda Merrick, the daughter of William Roche Merrick(70) and Mary Watson(71), was born circa , 1860 in Merrickville. She married Thomas Arthur Owen on 30, 1890 in Saint Catharines. Thomas, the son of Toliver R. Owen(68) was born circa , 1860.

Children of Eleanor Amanda Merrick and Thomas Arthur Owen are shown under Thomas Arthur Owen(34).

36 Lewis Edgar

Lewis Edgar Jodon, the son of Francis Jodon(72) and Rebecca Iddings(73), was born on 5, 1853 in Spring Twp, Centre County, PA. He married first, Jemima Jane Tibbens in , 1877. Jemima, the daughter of Samuel Tibbens was born on 24, 1852 in Marion Twp, Centre County, PA and died on 30, 1922 in Philipburg, Centre County. Lewis married second, Jemima Jane Tibbens in , 1877. Jemima, the daughter of Samuel Tibbens was born on 24, 1852 in Marion Twp, Centre County and died on 30, 1922 in Philipburg. Lewis died on 29, 1917 in Spring Twp, Centre County.

Children of Lewis Edgar Jodon and Jemima Jane Tibbens:

1. Foster Vanvalzah Jodon was born on 5, 1878 near Bellefonte. He married Cora Edith Brooks on 31, 1900 in Pleasant Gap. Cora was born on 16, 1877 and died on 5, 1959. Foster died on 10, 1946 in Pennsylvania Ave.
Children of Lewis Edgar Jodon and Jemima Jane Tibbens:

1. Foster Vanvalzah Jodon was born on 5, 1878 near Bellefonte and he died on 10, 1946 in Pennsylvania Ave. Details of his family were shown earlier (18).

37 Jemima Jane

Jemima Jane Tibbens, the daughter of Samuel Tibbens(74), was born on 24, 1852 in Marion Twp, Centre County. She married Lewis Edgar Jodon in , 1877. Lewis, the son of Francis Jodon(72) and Rebecca Iddings(73), was born on 5, 1853 in Spring Twp, Centre County and died on 29, 1917 in Spring Twp, Centre County. Lewis had previously married Jemima Jane Tibbens in , 1877, and had 1 child by that marriage: Foster. Jemima died on 30, 1922 in Philipsburg.

Children of Jemima Jane Tibbens and Lewis Edgar Jodon are shown under Lewis Edgar Jodon(36).

39 Mary Ann

Mary Ann Gross, the daughter of Philip Gross(78) and Barbara Beezer(79), was born circa , 1856. She married first, Daniel Webster Bell. Daniel was born circa , 1850. Mary second had a child with an unknown spouse.

Children of Mary Ann Gross and Daniel Webster Bell:

1. Andrew Bell was born in , 1876. Andrew died in , 1919 in Ridgway, IL.

Children of Mary Ann Gross and ___:

1. Cora Edith Brooks was born on 16, 1877 in Pleasant Gap and she died on 5, 1959 in Bellefonte. Details of her family were shown earlier (19).

Generation 7

64 Joseph H

Joseph H Reitz, the son of Jacob F Reitz(128) and Anna Maria Hepler(129), was born on 10, 1824 in Northumberland County, Pennsylvania, USA. He married Zeiders Catharine Siders. Zeiders, the daughter of Unknown Elizabeth, was born on 15, 1820 and died on 7, 1892 in Spruce Street, Shamokin. Joseph died on 7, 1870 in Northumberland County.

Children of Joseph H Reitz and Zeiders Catharine Siders:

1. Joseph S. Reitz was born on 5, 1848 in Jackson Twp, Northumberland Co and he died on 8, 1912 in Montandon. Details of his family were shown earlier (32).

65 Zeiders Catharine

Zeiders Catharine Siders, the daughter of Unknown Elizabeth(131), was born on 15, 1820. She married Joseph H Reitz. Joseph, the son of Jacob F Reitz(128) and Anna Maria Hepler(129), was born on 10, 1824 in Northumberland County and died on 7, 1870 in Northumberland County. Zeiders died on 7, 1892 in Spruce Street.

Children of Zeiders Catharine Siders and Joseph H Reitz are shown under Joseph H Reitz(64).

68 Toliver R.

Toliver R. Owen was born in , 1820 in VA, , , .

Children of Toliver R. Owen and ___:

1. Thomas Arthur Owen was born circa , 1860. Details of his family were shown earlier (34).

70 William Roche
William Roche MERRICK, the son of William MERRICK(140) and Judith ROCHE(141), was born circa , 1826. He married first, Jane Elizabeth BECKETT in Merrickville. Jane, the daughter of Thomas A BECKETT and Margaret ROATH, was born on 18, 1834 in Kemptville, Ontario and died on 3, 1926 in St. Catherine's, Ontario. William married second, Mary WATSON. Mary, the daughter of John WATSON and Mary PEARSON, was born in , 1834. William died on 6, 1900 in Athens, Ontario.

Children of William Roche MERRICK and Jane ELIZABETH BECKETT:

1. Minerva MERRICK was born in Merrickville.
2. Arthur MERRICK was born some time after , 1852 in Merrickville.
3. William Thomas MERRICK was born in , 1858 in Merrickville.
4. Gertrude Mary MERRICK was born on 23, 1869 in Merrickville. Gertrude died on 16, 1954 in St. Catherine's.
5. George Alexander MERRICK was born on 24, 1876. George died on 31, 1923 in Toronto, Ontario.

Children of William Roche MERRICK and Mary WATSON:

1. Eleanor Amanda MERRICK was born circa , 1860 in Merrickville. Details of her family were shown earlier (35).

71 Mary

Mary WATSON, the daughter of John WATSON(142) and Mary PEARSON(143), was born in , 1834. She married William Roche MERRICK. William, the son of William MERRICK(140) and Judith ROCHE(141), was born circa , 1826 and died on 6, 1900 in Athens. William had previously married Jane Elizabeth BECKETT in Merrickville, and had 5 children by that marriage: Minerva, Arthur, William, Gertrude, George.

Children of Mary WATSON and William Roche MERRICK are shown under William Roche MERRICK(70).

72 Francis

Francis JODON, the son of John LEONARD(144) and Elizabeth CHERRY(145), was born on 28, 1816 in Union County, , , PA. He married Rebecca IDDINGS. Rebecca, the daughter of Thomas IDDINGS was born on 22, 1814 and died on 18, 1899. Francis died on 18, 1870 in Spring Twp., Centre County.

Children of Francis JODON and Rebecca IDDINGS:

1. Lewis Edgar JODON was born on 5, 1853 in Spring Twp., Centre County and he died on 29, 1917 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (36).

73 Rebecca

Rebecca IDDINGS, the daughter of Thomas IDDINGS(146), was born on 22, 1814. She married Francis JODON. Francis, the son of John LEONARD(144) and Elizabeth CHERRY(145), was born on 28, 1816 in Union County and died on 18, 1870 in Spring Twp., Centre County. Rebecca died on 18, 1899.

Children of Rebecca IDDINGS and Francis JODON are shown under Francis JODON(72).

74 Samuel

Samuel TIBBENS was born on 18, 1818 in Laurelton, , Union County, Pennsylvania. Samuel died on 25, 1897 in Bellefonte, , Centre County.

Children of Samuel TIBBENS and : 

1. Jemima Jane TIBBENS was born on 24, 1852 in Marion Twp., Centre County and she died on 30, 1922 in Philipsburg. Details of her family were shown earlier (37).

78 Philip

Philip GROSS was born some time before , 1830 in Nassau, , . He married Barbara BEEZER. Barbara was born some time after , 1820 in Nassau.

Children of Philip GROSS and Barbara BEEZER:

1. Mary Ann GROSS was born circa , 1856. Details of her family were shown earlier (39).
Barbara Beezer was born some time after, 1820 in Nassau. She married Philip Gross. Philip was born some time before, 1830 in Nassau. Children of Barbara Beezer and Philip Gross are shown under Philip Gross(78).

128 Jacob F

Jacob F Reitz, the son of Andreas Reitz(256) and Maria-Margaretha Brosius(257), was born on 30, 1782 in Upper Mahanoy Tw, , Northumberland Co, PA. He married first, Anna Maria Hepler. Anna, the daughter of Johann Casper Hepler and Anna Maria Schmidt, was born on 4, 1784 in Lehigh, Pennsylvania, United States and died on 23, 1857 in Northumberland, Pennsylvania. Jacob second had a child with an unknown spouse. Jacob died on 26, 1838 in Mahanoy City, Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania.

Children of Jacob F Reitz and Anna Maria Hepler:

i. Joseph H Reitz was born on 10, 1824 in Northumberland County and he died on 7, 1870 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (64).

ii. Jacob Reitz was born on 26, 1804 in Pennsylvania. Jacob died on 26, 1877.

iii. Lydia Hannah Reitz was born on 9, 1807 in Jackson, Northumberland County. Lydia died on 19, 1879 in Benner, Centre County, Pennsylvania.

iv. Isaac H Reitz was born on 10, 1818. Isaac died on 19, 1894.

Children of Jacob F Reitz and ___:

i. Benjamin Reitz was born on 19, 1803 in Northumberland County. Benjamin died on 11, 1838.

ii. Samuel Reitz was born on 29, 1812. Samuel died on 1, 1872 in Dornsife, Northumberland County.

iii. Daniel H. Reitz was born on 1, 1813 in Northumberland County. Daniel died on 13, 1889.

iv. Zadok Reitz was born on 8, 1829 in Northumberland County. Zadok died on 27, 1855 there.

129 Anna Maria
Anna Maria Hepler, the daughter of Johann Casper Hepler(258) and Anna Maria Schmidt(259), was born on 4, 1784 in Lehigh. She married Jacob F Reitz. Jacob, the son of Andreas Reitz(256) and Maria-Margaretha Brosius(257), was born on 30, 1782 in Upper Mahanoy Tw and died on 26, 1838 in Mahanoy City. Jacob later remarried, and had 4 children by that marriage: Benjamin, Samuel, Daniel, Zadok. Anna died on 23, 1857 in Northumberland.

Children of Anna Maria Hepler and Jacob F Reitz are shown under Jacob F Reitz(128).

**131 Unknown**

Unknown Elizabeth was born on 9, 1795. Unknown died on 6, 1873.

Children of Unknown Elizabeth and __:
  1. Zeiders Catharine Siders was born on 15, 1820 and she died on 7, 1892 in Spruce Street. Details of her family were shown earlier (65).

**140 William**

William Merrick, the son of William Merrick(280) and Sylvia Comstock(281), was born on 28, 1793 in Brockville, Leeds and Grenville United Counties, Ontario. He married Judith Roche on 9, 1826 in Merrickville. Judith, the daughter of John Roche and Elizabeth Dunn, was born on 25, 1804 in Easton’s Corner, Wolford, Grenville, Upper Canada and died on 4, 1886 in Merrickville, Lanark, Ontario. William died on 19, 1867 in Merrickville, ontario.

Children of William Merrick and Judith Roche:
  1. William Roche Merrick was born circa, 1826 and he died on 6, 1900 in Athens. Details of his family were shown earlier (70).
  2. Unknown Merrick was born circa, 1825.
  3. Auriela Comstock Merrick was born some time after, 1827 in Ontario. Auriela died in, 1909 there.
  4. Simon Dunn Merrick was born some time after, 1831 in Merrickville. Simon died on 31, 1884 in Carlton Place, Ontario.
  5. Clara Mehitable Merrick was born in, 1833 in Merrickville. Clara died in, 1835 there.
  6. Terrance Hamilton Merrick was born some time after, 1837 in Merrickville. Terrance died in, 1901 in Ontario.

**141 Judith**

Judith Roche, the daughter of John Roche(282) and Elizabeth Dunn(283), was born on 25, 1804 in Easton’s Corner. She married William Merrick on 9, 1826 in Merrickville. William, the son of William Merrick(280) and Sylvia Comstock(281), was born on 28, 1793 in Brockville and died on 19, 1867 in Merrickville. Judith died on 4, 1886 in Merrickville.

Children of Judith Roche and William Merrick are shown under William Merrick(140).

**142 John**

John Watson, the son of Anthony Watson(284) and Hannah Moses(285), was born circa, 1801 in Renwick, Cumberland, UK. He married Mary Pearson on 18, 1826 in Renwick, Cumberland, England, United Kingdom. Mary was born circa 16, 1798 in Kirkoswald, Cumberland, England and died circa 19, 1876 in Renwick Cumberland England. John died on 3, 1875 in High Bankhill, Cumberland.

Children of John Watson and Mary Pearson:
  1. Mary Watson was born in, 1834. Details of her family were shown earlier (71).
  2. Anthony Watson was born on 6, 1828 in Renwick. Anthony died on 14, 1881 in Kyneton, Victoria, Australia.
  3. Hannah Watson was born in, 1831 in Renwick.
  4. Richard Watson was born in, 1836 in Cumberland.
  5. John Watson was born in, 1839 in Kirkoswald, Cumberland.

**143 Mary**

Mary Pearson was born circa 16, 1798 in Kirkoswald. She married John Watson on 18, 1826 in Renwick. John, the son of Anthony Watson(284)
and Hannah Moses(285), was born circa 1801 in Renwick and died on 3, 1875 in High Bankhill. Mary died circa 19, 1876 in Renwick Cumberland England.

Children of Mary PEARSON and John WATSON are shown under John WATSON(142).

144 John

John LEONARD was born circa 1793 in South Carolina. He married Elizabeth CHERRY. Elizabeth was born circa 15, 1793 in North Carolina and died on 5, 1855 in Union Co., Pennsylvania.

Children of John LEONARD and Elizabeth CHERRY:

1. Francis Jodon was born on 28, 1816 in Union County and he died on 18, 1870 in Spring Twp, Centre County. Details of his family were shown earlier (72).

2. Obediah LEONARD was born in 1827 in Tennessee. Obediah died on 2, 1863 in Murfreesboro, Rutherford, Tennessee.

145 Elizabeth

Elizabeth CHERRY was born circa 15, 1793 in North Carolina. She married John LEONARD. John was born circa 1793 in South Carolina. Elizabeth died on 5, 1855 in Union Co..

Children of Elizabeth CHERRY and John LEONARD are shown under John LEONARD(144).

146 Thomas

Thomas IDDINGS, the son of Henry IDDINGS(292) and Mary Mollie WYNNE(293), was born on 11, 1774 in West Nantmeal, Chester Co, PA. He married first, Isabella RITCHIE. Isabella was born on 28, 1780 in probably Chester, Pennsylvania and died on 8, 1838 in Iddings farm, Buffalo X Roads, Mazeppa, Union, Pennsylvania. Thomas second had a child with an unknown spouse. Thomas died on 19, 1848 in Union Co, PA.

Children of Thomas IDDINGS and Isabella RITCHIE:

1. Rebecca IDDINGS was born on 22, 1814. Rebecca died on 18, 1899.
Generation 9

256 Andreas

Andreas Reitz, the son of Johan Georg Reitz(512) and Anna Martha Unknown(513), was born on 1, 1755 in Swabian Creek, Washington Township, Berks County, Colony of Pennsylvania. He married Maria-Margaretha Brosius. Maria-Margaretha, the daughter of Sebastian Brosius and Margaretha Roth, was born on 17, 1761 in Berks County, Pennsylvania Colony and died on 20, 1826 in Northumberland County. Maria-Margaretha later remarried, and had 1 child by that marriage: Maria. Andreas died on 16, 1837 there.

Children of Andreas Reitz and Maria-Margaretha Brosius:

i. Jacob F Reitz was born on 30, 1782 in Upper Mahanoy Tw and he died on 26, 1838 in Mahanoy City. Details of his family were shown earlier (128).

ii. Johann Nicolaus Reitz was born on 12, 1785 in Northumberland County, Pennsylvania. He married Margaret Bresler. Margaret was born on 13, 1788 and died on 26, 1863. Johann died on 3, 1865 in Bethel Twp., Miami County, Ohio.

iii. Catharina Reitz was born on 24, 1786 in Washington, Northumberland County. Catharina died on 25, 1854 in Washington, Northumberland County.

iv. Maria Eva Reitz was born on 4, 1788 in Washington, Northumberland. Maria died on 8, 1868 in Jackson, Northumberland.

v. Leonhart Reitz was born on 8, 1791 in Northumberland County. Leonhart died on 29, 1810 there.

vi. Juliana Reitz was born on 1, 1792 in Northumberland County. Juliana died on 9, 1857 there.

vii. Magdalena Reitz was born on 26, 1795 in Northumberland County. Magdalena died on 11, 1810 there.

viii. Susanna Reitz was born on 6, 1797 in Northumberland County, Pennsylvania. Susanna died on 18, 1868 in Muncy, Lycoming County, Pennsylvania.

ix. Lydia Reitz was born on 13, 1799 in Mahanoy Township, Northumberland County, PA. Lydia died on 6, 1868 in Washington Twsp., Northumberland Co., PA.

x. John Reitz was born on 6, 1801 in Northumberland County. John died on 1, 1858 in Jefferson County, Pennsylvania.

xi. Philip Reitz was born on 4, 1805 in Northumberland County. Philip died on 1, 1875 there.

xii. Salome Reitz was born on 10, 1805. Salome died circa, 1836 in Rebeck, Northumberland.

xiii. Catharine Reitz was born on 25, 1816 in Northumberland County. Catharine died on 18, 1887 in Rebeck.

257 Maria-Margaretha

Maria-Margaretha Brosius, the daughter of Sebastian Brosius(514) and Margaretha Roth(515), was born on 17, 1761 in Berks County. She married first, Andreas Reitz. Andreas, the son of Johan Georg Reitz(512) and Anna Martha Unknown(513), was born on 1, 1755 in Swabian Creek and died on 16, 1837 in Northumberland County. Maria-Margaretha second had a child with an unknown spouse. Maria-Margaretha died on 20, 1826 there.

Children of Maria-Margaretha Brosius and Andreas Reitz are shown under Andreas Reitz(256).

Children of Maria-Margaretha Brosius and ___:

i. Maria Elisabetha Reiss was born circa, 1790.

258 Johann Casper

Johann Casper Hepler, the son of Johann Casper Hepler(516) and Susanna Scheible(517), was born on 20, 1751 in Lehigh County Pennsylvania. He married first, Anna Maria Smithers. Anna, the daughter of William Smithers was born circa 3, 1756 in Albany, Berks, Pennsylvania. Johann married second, Anna Maria Schmidt on 2, 1772. Anna, the daughter of Martin Schmidt and Catherine Fischer, was born on 15, 1755 in Lehigh, Pennsylvania and died on 27, 1831 in Eldred Township, Schuylkill, Pennsylvania. Johann died on 27, 1816 in Schuylkill County Pennsylvania.

Children of Johann Casper Hepler and Anna Maria Smithers:

i. Anna Margaretha Hepler was born on 19, 1786 in Upper Milford, Northampton, Pennsylvania. Anna died on 27, 1838 in Northumberland, Northumberland.
Children of Johann Casper Hepler and Anna Maria Schmidt:

i. Anna Maria Hepler was born on 4, 1784 in Lehigh and she died on 23, 1857 in Northumberland. Details of her family were shown earlier (129).

ii. Johannes Hepler was born on 4, 1774 in Lehigh County Pennsylvania. Johannes died on 14, 1834 in Schuylkill County Pennsylvania.

iii. Peter M. Hepler was born on 4, 1775 in Lehigh. Peter died on 8, 1842 in Pitman, Schuylkill.

iv. Christopher Hepler was born on 10, 1777 in Lehigh. Christopher died on 18, 1847 in Schuylkill.

v. Catherina Hepler was born on 23, 1779 in Upper Milford. Catherina died in , 1830 in Mahoning, Schuylkill, Pennsylvania.

vi. Susanna Hepler was born on 30, 1780 in Lehigh. Susanna died on 2, 1847 in Schuylkill.

vii. Jacob Hepler was born on 26, 1788 in Lehigh. Jacob died on 15, 1809 in Schuylkill.

viii. Anna Maria Hepler was born on 4, 1797 in Northumberland County Pennsylvania. Anna died on 12, 1869 in Schuylkill County Pennsylvania.

259 Anna Maria

Anna Maria Schmidt, the daughter of Martin Schmidt(518) and Catherine Fischer(519), was born on 15, 1755 in Lehigh. She married Johann Casper Hepler on 2, 1772. Johann, the son of Johann Casper Hepler(516) and Susanna Scheible(517), was born on 20, 1751 in Lehigh County Pennsylvania and died on 27, 1816 in Schuylkill County Pennsylvania. Johann had previously married Anna Maria Smithers, and had 1 child by that marriage: Anna. Anna died on 27, 1831 in Eldred Township.

Children of Anna Maria Schmidt and Johann Casper Hepler are shown under Johann Casper Hepler(258).

280 William

William Merrick, the son of William Merrick(560) and Ruth Unknown(561), was born on 30, 1763 in Springfield, Massachusetts Bay. He married Sylvia Comstock in , 1788 in Luenburg, Stormont, Ontario. Sylvia, the daughter of Unknown Comstock and Unknown Unknown, was born some time before 20, 1774 and died on 23, 1848 in Merrickville. William died on 5, 1844 in Merrickville, Canada West.

Children of William Merrick and Sylvia Comstock:

i. William Merrick was born on 28, 1793 in Brockville and he died on 19, 1867 in Merrickville. Details of his family were shown earlier (140).

ii. Charlotte Merrick was born on 7, 1791 in Merrickville. Charlotte died in 1867.

iii. Charles Merrick was born on 10, 1796 in Merrickville. Charles died in Carlton Place.

iv. Pamela Merrick was born on 23, 1798 in Merrickville. Pamela died on 23, 1804 there.

v. Aaron Merrick was born on 1, 1800 in Merrickville.

vi. Lavinia Merrick was born on 20, 1803 in Merrickville. Lavinia died on 5, 1868 in Smith Falls, Ontario.

vii. Stephen Merrick was born on 4, 1805 in Merrickville. Stephen died circa 1806.

viii. Stephen Hedger Merrick was born on 4, 1807 in Merrickville, Leeds and Grenville United Counties. Stephen died on 22, 1860 in Grenville Park, Frontenac County, Ontario.

ix. Aurelia Merrick was born on 14, 1810 in Merrickville. Aurelia died on 12, 1813 there.

x. Terrance Hamilton Merrick was born on 11, 1813 in Merrickville.

281 Sylvia
Sylvia Comstock, the daughter of Unknown Comstock and Unknown Unknown, was born some time before 20, 1774. She married William Merrick in Luenburg. William, the son of William Merrick and Ruth Unknown, was born on 30, 1763 in Springfield and died on 5, 1844 in Merrickville. Sylvia died on 23, 1848 in Merrickville. Children of Sylvia Comstock and William Merrick are shown under William Merrick.

Children of Sylvia Comstock and William Merrick are shown under William Merrick(280).

282 John

John Roche was born circa 1766 in Wexford, County Wexford, Ireland. He married Elizabeth Dunn. Elizabeth was born on 1, 1779 in Wexford County, Ireland and died on 13, 1868 in North Crosby, Leeds, Upper Canada. John died circa 1847 in Canada West. Children of John Roche and Elizabeth Dunn:

1. Judith Roche was born on 25, 1804 in Easton's Corner and she died on 4, 1886 in Merrickville. Details of her family were shown earlier (141).
2. William Roche was born circa 17, 1796 in Upper Canada. William died on 7, 1841 in Eastons Corners, Merrickville-Wolford, Leeds and Grenville, Canada West.
3. John Roche was born circa 1798 in Upper Canada.
4. Mary Roach was born circa 1800. Mary died in Canada.
5. Anna Roach was born circa 1802 in Wolford.

283 Elizabeth

Elizabeth Dunn was born on 1, 1779 in Wexford County. She married John Roche. John was born circa 1766 in Wexford and died circa 1847 in Canada West. Elizabeth died on 13, 1868 in North Crosby. Children of Elizabeth Dunn and John Roche are shown under John Roche(282).

284 Anthony

Anthony Watson was born in 1760. He married Hannah Moses on 8, 1797 in Renwick, Cumberland. Hannah, the daughter of Joseph Moses, was born circa 1776 in Brampton, Cumberland and died circa 16, 1824 in Scalehouse, Cumberland. Children of Anthony Watson and Hannah Moses:

1. John Watson was born circa 1801 in Renwick and he died on 3, 1875 in High Bankhill. Details of his family were shown earlier (142).
2. Joseph Watson was born in 1799 in Renwick.
3. Mary Watson was born some time before 14, 1803 in Renwick.
4. Moses Watson was born on 1, 1805 in Renwick, Cumberland, United Kingdom. Moses died in 1864 in Kyneton.
5. Anthony Watson was born in 1809 in Renwick.
6. William Watson was born some time before 7, 1812 in Renwick.

285 Hannah

Hannah Moses, the daughter of Joseph Moses, was born circa 24, 1776 in Brampton. She married Anthony Watson on 8, 1797 in Renwick. Anthony was born in 1760. Hannah died circa 16, 1824 in Scalehouse. Children of Hannah Moses and Anthony Watson are shown under Anthony Watson(284).

292 Henry

Henry Iddings, the son of William Iddings and Mary Moore, was born in 1727 in Nantmeal, Chester, Pennsylvania. He married Mary Mollie Wynne on 23, 1752 in Christ Church, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mary, the daughter of Jonathan Wynne and Anne Warner, was born on 19, 1733 in E Nantmeal, Chester and died circa 1778 in Mazeppa. Mary later remarried and had 8 children by that marriage: Jonathan, Samuel, Mary, Lydia, Isaac, Elizabeth, Abigail, Samuel. Henry died on 21, 1819 in Buffalo Twp, Union, Pennsylvania. Children of Henry Iddings and Mary Mollie Wynne:

1. Thomas Iddings was born on 11, 1774 in West Nantmeal and he died on 19, 1848 in Union Co. Details of his family were shown earlier (146).


293 Mary Mollie

Mary Mollie WYNN, the daughter of Jonathan WYNN(586) and Anne WARNER(587), was born on 19, 1733 in E Nantmeal. She married first, Henry IDDINGS on 23, 1752 in Christ Church. Henry, the son of William IDDINGS(584) and Mary MOORE(585), was born in , 1727 in Nantmeal and died on 21, 1819 in Buffalo Twp, Union. Mary second had a child with an unknown spouse. Mary died circa , 1778 in Mazeppa.

Children of Mary Mollie WYNN and Henry IDDINGS are shown under Henry IDDINGS(292).

Children of Mary Mollie WYNN and ___:

1. Jonathan IDDINGS was born on 28, 1753 in West Nantmeal. Jonathan died on 28, 1842 in Union City, Union, Pennsylvania.
2. Samuel IDDINGS was born in , 1759 in PA. Samuel died in , 1820.
3. Mary IDDINGS was born in , 1763 in West Nantmeal. Mary died in , 1859 in Anthony, Lycoming, Pennsylvania.
4. Lydia IDDINGS was born in , 1764 in PA.
5. Isaac IDDINGS was born in , 1769 in Chongqing, Chongqing Shiqu, Chongqing, China. Isaac died in , 1861.
6. Elizabeth IDDINGS was born on 20, 1769 in PA. Elizabeth died in , 1861.
7. Abigail IDDINGS was born circa , 1776.
8. Samuel IDDINGS was born in , 1777.

512 Johan Georg

Johan Georg REITZ, the son of Johan-Peter REITZ(1024) and Magdalena WEGAND(1025), was born on 5, 1726 in Lohrhoftafen, Gelnhausen, Hesse-Nassau, Prussia, Germany. He married Anna Martha UNKNOWN. Anna was born on 20, 1719 in Lohrhoftafen, Main-Kinzig-Kreis, Hessen, Germany and died in , 1788 in Northumberland County. Johan died in , 1783 in Washington.

Children of Johan Georg REITZ and Anna Martha UNKNOWN:

1. Andreas REITZ was born on 1, 1755 in Swabian Creek and he died on 16, 1837 in Northumberland County. Details of his family were shown earlier (256).
2. Michael REITZ was born on 1, 1757 in Northumberland. Michael died on 17, 1825 in Northumberland County.
3. Anna Maria REITZ was born on 20, 1761 in Lancaster, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Anna died on 7, 1826 in Upper Mahanoy, Northumberland.
4. George Leonhart REITZ was born on 13, 1766 in Berks County, Pennsylvania. George died in , 1822 in Upper Mahanoy, Northumberland, Pennsylvania.

513 Anna Martha

Anna Martha UNKNOWN was born on 20, 1719 in Lohrhoftafen. She married Johan Georg REITZ. Johan, the son of Johan-Peter REITZ(1024) and Magdalena WEGAND(1025), was born on 5, 1726 in Lohrhoftafen and died in , 1783 in Washington. Anna died in , 1788 in Northumberland County.

Children of Anna Martha UNKNOWN and Johan Georg REITZ are shown under Johan Georg REITZ(512).

514 Sebastian
Sebastian Brosius, the son of Johan George Nicolas Brosius and Anna Catherine Simon, was born circa 1725 in Weierbach, Rheinland, Germany. He married first, Margaretha Roth on 29, 1748 in Tulpehocken, Berks, Province of Pennsylvania. Margaretha, the daughter of Joseph Roth and Unknown, was born in 1729 in Rehrersburg, Berks and died circa 18, 1789 in Upper Mahoney, Northumberland. Sebastian second had a child with an unknown spouse. Sebastian died circa 3, 1791 there.

Children of Sebastian Brosius and Margaretha Roth:

1. Maria-Margaretha Brosius was born on 17, 1761 in Berks County and she died on 20, 1826 in Northumberland County. Details of her family were shown earlier (257).

2. Maria-Magdalena Brosius was born on 3, 1752 in Atolhoe, Berks County, PA.

3. Maria-Elisabetha Brosius was born circa 30, 1753. Maria-Elisabetha died circa 1787.

Children of Susanna Scheible and Johann Casper Hepler:

1. Johann Casper Hepler was born on 20, 1751 in Lehigh County Pennsylvania and he died on 27, 1816 in Schuykill County Pennsylvania. Details of his family were shown earlier (258).


3. Christopher Friedrich Hepler was born on 16, 1746 in Vaihingen an der Enz. Christopher died in 1816 in Thomasville, Rowan, North Carolina, United States.


517 Susanna

Susanna Scheible, the daughter of Hans Jacob Scheible and Agnes Bader, was born on 18, 1718 in Lomersheim and died in 1757 in Upper Milford, Lehigh, Pennsylvania. Susanna later remarried, and had 1 child by that marriage: George. Johann died in 18, 1769 in Northampton, Pennsylvania.

Children of Johann Casper Hepler and Susanna Scheible:

1. George Hepler was born in 1755 in Upper Milford, Northampton. George died in 1783 in Montgomery, Montgomery, Pennsylvania.

518 Martin

Martin Schmidt was born circa 1730. He married Catherine Fischer. Catherine was born circa 1735.

Children of Martin Schmidt and Catherine Fischer:
1. Anna Maria Schmidt was born on 15, 1755 in Lehigh and she died on 27, 1831 in Eldred Township. Details of her family were shown earlier (259).

519 Catherine

Catherine Fischer was born circa, 1735. She married Martin Schmidt. Martin was born circa, 1730. Children of Catherine Fischer and Martin Schmidt are shown under Martin Schmidt (518).

560 William

William Merrick, the son of Ebenezer Merrick (1120) and Mehitable Moore (1121), was born on 18, 1730 in Springfield, Hampden, Massachusetts. He married first, Ruth Unknown in, 1752 in New York State. Ruth was born circa, 1735 and died in, 1804 in Cazinovia, Madison, NY. William married second, UNKNOWN RUTH. UNKNOWN was born and died in, 1804. William died in, 1805 in Cazinovia, Madison.

Children of William Merrick and Ruth Unknown:

i. William Merrick was born on 30, 1763 in Springfield and he died on 5, 1844 in Merrickville. Details of his family were shown earlier (280).

ii. Able Merrick was born circa, 1756 in New York. Able died in, 1830 in Henderson, New York.

iii. Mary Polly Merrick was born in, 1758.

iv. Phebe Merrick was born circa, 1760 in New York State.

v. Benjamin Merrick was born circa, 1760 in New York State.

vi. Ebenezer Merrick was born circa, 1760 in New York State.

vii. Lydia Merrick was born on 14, 1760 in Dutchess, New York. Lydia died on 25, 1834 in Cayuga, New York, United States.

viii. Hannah Merrick was born circa, 1765 in New York State.

ix. Moses Merrick was born in, 1765 in Balston Spa, New York.

x. Ruth Merrick was born circa, 1774 in Balston Spring, New York.

xi. Isaac Merrick was born circa, 1776 in Balston Spa.

Children of William Merrick and UNKNOWN RUTH:

i. Stephen Merrick was born on 2, 1759 in New York. Stephen died on 8, 1841 in Dearborn, Indiana, United States.

561 Ruth

Ruth Unknown was born circa, 1735. She married William Merrick in, 1752 in New York State. William, the son of Ebenezer Merrick (1120) and Mehitable Moore (1121), was born on 18, 1730 in Springfield and died in, 1805 in Cazinovia. William later remarried UNKNOWN RUTH, and had 1 child by that marriage: Stephen. Ruth died in, 1804 in Cazinovia.

Children of Ruth Unknown and William Merrick are shown under William Merrick (560).

562 Unknown

Unknown Comstock was born. He married first, Unknown Unknown. Unknown was born. Unknown later remarried Ephraim Eyres. Unknown second had a child with an unknown spouse.

Children of Unknown Comstock and Unknown Unknown:

i. Sylvia Comstock was born some time before 20, 1774 and she died on 23, 1848 in Merrickville. Details of her family were shown earlier (281).

Children of Unknown Comstock and____:

i. Levi Comstock was born. Levi died in, 1804.

ii. Aaron Comstock was born.

iii. Lavinia Comstock was born. Lavinia died in, 1839.

563 Unknown

Unknown Unknown was born. She married first, Unknown Comstock. Unknown was born. Unknown later remarried, and had 3 children by that marriage: Levi, Aaron, Lavinia. Unknown married second, Ephraim Eyres. Ephraim was born on 13,
1733 and died in 1802 in Elizabethtown, Leeds, Canada West, British Colonial America.

Children of Unknown Unknown and Unknown Comstock are shown under Unknown Comstock (562).

Unknown Unknown and Ephraim Eyres had no children.

570 Joseph

Joseph Moses was born circa 1743 in Cumberland. Joseph died circa 1833 in Cumberland UK.

Children of Joseph Moses and Unknown:

i. Hannah Moses was born circa 1776 in Brampton and she died circa 1824 in Scale-house. Details of her family were shown earlier (285).

ii. Mary Moses was born in 1771 in Hayton by Brampton, Cumberland.

584 William

William Iddings was born in 1702 in probably Chester. He married Mary Moore in 1727. Mary was born circa 1702 and died in Surry Co., North Carolina. Mary later remarried Samuel Shores. William died in 1740 in Nantmeal Twp, Chester, Pennsylvania.

Children of William Iddings and Mary Moore:

i. Henry Iddings was born in 1727 in Nantmeal and he died on 21, 1819 in Buffalo Twp, Union. Details of his family were shown earlier (292).

585 Mary

Mary Moore was born circa 1702. She married first, William Iddings in 1727. William was born in 1702 in probably Chester and died in 1740 in Nantmeal Twp, Chester. Mary married second, Samuel Shores. Samuel, the son of John Shores and Sara Sims, was born circa 1700 in Sheffield, Yorkshire, England and died in Surry County, North Carolina. Mary died in Surry Co.

Children of Mary Moore and William Iddings are shown under William Iddings (584).

Mary Moore and Samuel Shores had no children.

586 Jonathan

Jonathan Wynne, the son of Jonathan Wynne (1172) and Sarah Greaves (1173), was born circa 1704 in Blockley, Pennsylvania. He married first, Anne Warner on 16, 1730 in E Nantmeal, Chester, Pennsylvania. Anne, the daughter of Isaac Warner and Anne Craven, was born in 1710 in Blockley, Philadelphia and died on 9, 1786 in E Nantmeal, Chester, Pennsylvania. Jonathan second had a child with an unknown spouse. Jonathan died on 17, 1788 in East Nantmeal, Chester, Pennsylvania.

Children of Jonathan Wynne and Anne Warner:

i. Mary Mollie Wynne was born on 19, 1733 in E Nantmeal and she died circa 1778 in Mazeppa. Details of her family were shown earlier (293).

ii. Samuel Wynne was born on 22, 1731 in East Nantmeal, Chester. Samuel died circa 9, 1788 in Mazeppa, Union.


iv. Esther Hester Wynne was born circa 1, 1735 in E Nantmeal Twp, Chester Co. Esther died on 19, 1820 in Milesburg, Centre, Pennsylvania.

v. Isaac Wynne was born on 24, 1741 in E Nantmeal Twp, Chester Co. Isaac died on 9, 1807 in Georges Twp, Fayette Co, Pa.

vi. Hannah Hugh Wynne was born on 25, 1743 in E Nantmeal. Hannah died on 1, 1826 in Berks, Pennsylvania.

vii. Wardnar Wynne was born on 28, 1747 in East Nantmeal Township, Chester. Wardnar died on 26, 1827 in Morgan Twp, Butler Co, Ohio.

viii. Jonathan Wynne was born on 28, 1749 in E Nantmeal Two, Chester Co, Pa. Jonathan died on 8, 1817 in Chester.

ix. Thomas Wynne was born on 27, 1750 in Radnor, E Nantmeal Twp., Chester Co., PA. Thomas died on 9, 1819 in Morgan, Butler County, Ohio.

x. Elizabeth Jane Wynne was born on 23, 1755 in E Nantmeal. Elizabeth died on 9, 1788 in Fairview, Luzerne, Pennsylvania.

Children of Jonathan Wynne and Jane:

i. Jane Wynne was born on 16, 1754 in East Nantmeal. Jane died on 27, 1831 in Fayette, Pennsylvania.
587 Anne

Anne WARNER, the daughter of Isaac WARNER(1174) and Anne CRAVEN(1175), was born in , 1710 in Blockley. She married Jonathan WYNNE on 16, 1730 in E Nantmeal. Jonathan, the son of Jonathan WYNNE(1172) and Sarah GREAVES(1173), was born circa , 1704 in Blockley and died on 17, 1788 in East Nantmeal. Jonathan later remarried , and had 1 child by that marriage: Jane. Anne died on 9, 1786 in E Nantmeal.

Children of Anne WARNER and Jonathan WYNNE are shown under Jonathan WYNNE(586).

1024 Johan-Peter

Johan-Peter REITZ, the son of Johannes REITZ(2048) and Anna Barbara FREDDERICK(2049), was born on 3, 1690 in Gelnhausen, Main-Kinzig-Kreis. He married Magdalena WEYGAND on 4, 1715 there. Magdalena, the daughter of Nicholas WEYGAND was born on 27, 1687 in Gelnhausen and died in , 1740 in Nassau, Deggendorf, Bayern, Germany. Johan-Peter died on 2, 1732 in Gelnhausen.

Children of Johan-Peter REITZ and Magdalena WEYGAND:

i. Johan Georg Reitz was born on 5, 1726 in Lohrhaupten and he died in , 1783 in Washington. Details of his family were shown earlier (512).

ii. Johan Frederick Reitz was born on 30, 1723 in Lohrhaupten. Johan died in , 1763 in Whitehall, Lehigh.

1025 Magdalena

Magdalena WEYGAND, the daughter of Nicholas WEYGAND(2050), was born on 27, 1687 in Gelnhausen. She married Johan-Peter REITZ on 4, 1715 there. Johan-Peter, the son of Johannes REITZ(2048) and Anna Barbara FREDDERICK(2049), was born on 3, 1690 in Gelnhausen and died on 2, 1732 in Gelnhausen. Magdalena died in , 1740 in Nassau.

Children of Magdalena WEYGAND and Johan-Peter REITZ are shown under Johan-Peter REITZ(1024).

1028 Johan George Nicolas

Johan George Nicolas BROSUS, the son of John Niclaus BROSUS(2056) and Maria Martha ZANY(2057), was born on 31, 1694 in Weierbach. He married first, Anna Catherine SIMON on 31, 1724 in Weierbach, , Rheinland. Anna, the daughter of Hans Adam SIMON and Anna Catherine HOEHN, was born
on 26, 1692 in Unterjeckenbach, , Rheinland and died in , 1750 in Berks. Anna later remarried Johan Abraham Schneider on 18, 1712 in Rhine, Dodge, Georgia, and had 2 children by that marriage: Julianna, George. Johan second had a child with an unknown spouse. Johan died in , 1762 in Berks.

Children of Johan George Nicolas Brosius and Anna Catherine Simon:

i. Sebastian Brosius was born circa , 1725 in Weierbach and he died circa 3, 1791 in Upper Mahoney. Details of his family were shown earlier (514).

ii. Johann Nicholas Brosius was born in , 1731 in Weierbach. Johann died in , 1794 in Upper Mahoney.

iii. Maria Elizabeth Simon Brosius was born in , 1733 in Weierbach, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. Maria died on 7, 1769 in Heidelberg, Berks.

iv. Jacob Brosius was born in , 1734 in Bethel, Berks.

v. Peter Brosius was born in , 1734 in Weierbach, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. Peter died in , 1795 in Sodus, Wayne, New York.

Children of Johan George Nicolas Brosius and Anna Catherine Simon are shown under Johan George Nicolas Brosius (1028).

Children of Anna Catherine Simon and Johan Abraham Schneider:

i. Julianna Schneider was born in , 1720. Julianna died in Tulpehocken, Berks, Pennsylvania.

ii. George Daniel Schneider was born on 26, 1721 in Rhein, Oberbergischer Kreis, Nordrhein-Westfalen, Germany. George died on 20, 1789 in Bethel, Berks.

1030 Joseph

Joseph Roth was born in , 1703 in Tulpehocken, Berks. He married Unknown Unknown. Unknown was born in , 1707.

Children of Joseph Roth and Unknown Unknown:

i. Margaretha Roth was born in , 1729 in Rehrersburg and she died circa 18, 1789 in Upper Mahoney. Details of her family were shown earlier (515).

1031 Unknown

Unknown Unknown was born in , 1707. She married Joseph Roth. Joseph was born in , 1703 in Tulpehocken.

Children of Unknown Unknown and Joseph Roth are shown under Joseph Roth (1030).

1029 Anna Catherine

Anna Catherine Simon, the daughter of Hans Adam Simon (2058) and Anna Catherine Hoen (2059), was born on 26, 1692 in Unterjeckenbach. She married first, Johan George Nicolas Brosius on 31, 1724 in Weierbach. Johan, the son of John Nicolaus Brosius (2056) and Maria Martha Zany (2057), was born on 31, 1694 in Weierbach and died in , 1762 in Berks. Johan later remarried , and had 1 child by that marriage: John. Anna married second, Johan Abraham Schneider on 18, 1712 in Rhine. Johan was born on 17, 1685 in Herrenzulbach, Rheinland-Pfalz and died on 31, 1724 in Aabef, Herrenzulbach. Anna died in , 1750 in Berks.

Children of Anna Catherine Simon and Johan George Nicolas Brosius are shown under Johan George Nicolas Brosius (1028).

Children of Anna Catherine Simon and Johan Abraham Schneider:

i. Julianna Schneider was born in , 1720. Julianna died in Tulpehocken, Berks, Pennsylvania.

1032 Johann Casper

Johann Casper Hepler, the son of Johann Casper Hepler (2064) and Margaretha Keller (2065), was born in , 1680 in Bissingen, Esslingen, Baden-Württemberg. He married Anna Magdalena Kramer on 7, 1706 in Vaihingen an der Enz. Anna, the daughter of Johann Georg Kramer was born on 2, 1684 in Vaihingen and died on 22, 1746 in Vaihingen. Johann died in , 1746 in Lomersheim.

Children of Johann Casper Hepler and Anna Magdalena Kramer:

i. Johann Casper Hepler was born on 10, 1713 in Vaihingen an der Enz and he died on 18, 1769 in Northampton. Details of his family were shown earlier (516).

ii. Johann Christoph Hepler was born on 3, 1709 in Vaihingen an der Enz. Johann died on 18, 1750 in Northampton, Northampton.
1033 Anna Margaretha

Anna Margaretha KRAMER, the daughter of Johann Georg KRAMER(2066), was born on 2, 1684 in Vaihingen. She married Johann Casper HEPLER on 7, 1706 in Vaihingen an der Enz. Johann, the son of Johann Casper HEPLER(2064) and Margaretha KELLER(2065), was born in , 1680 in Bissingen and died in , 1746 in Lomersheim. Anna died on 22, 1746 in Vaihingen.

Children of Anna Margaretha KRAMER and Johann Casper HEPLER are shown under Johann Casper HEPLER(1032).

1034 Hans Jacob

Hans Jacob SCHRIBER, the son of Johannes SCHRIBER(2068) and Anna Maria BOGER(2069), was born on 22, 1688 in Lomersheim. He married Agnes BADER. Agnes, the daughter of Hans Ulrich BADER was born on 15, 1687 in Zell, Biberach, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany and died on 6, 1750 in Lomersheim, Enzkreis, Baden-Wuerttemberg. Hans died on 23, 1779 in Lomersheim.

Children of Hans Jacob SCHRIBER and Agnes BADER:
1. Susanna SCHRIBER was born on 18, 1718 in Lomersheim and she died in , 1757 in Upper Milford. Details of her family were shown earlier (517).

1035 Agnes

Agnes BADER, the daughter of Hans Ulrich BADER(2070), was born on 15, 1687 in Zell. She married Hans Jacob SCHRIBER. Hans, the son of Johannes SCHRIBER(2068) and Anna Maria BOGER(2069), was born on 22, 1688 in Lomersheim and died on 23, 1779 in Lomersheim. Agnes died on 6, 1750 in Lomersheim.

Children of Agnes BADER and Hans Jacob SCHRIBER are shown under Hans Jacob SCHRIBER(1034).

1120 Ebenezer

Ebenezer MERRICK, the son of Thomas MERRICK(2240) and Hannah DUMBLETON(2241), was born on 11, 1703 in Springfield, Hampden, Province of Massachusetts Bay. He married Mehitable MOORE on 19, 1726 in Springfield. Mehitable, the daughter of Benoni MOORE and Mehitable ALLIS, was born on 2, 1702 in Deerfield, Franklin, Massachusetts and died in , 1742 in Cazenovia, Madison, New York. Ebenezer died on 9, 1779 in Cazenovia, Madison, New York. Children of Ebenezer MERRICK and Mehitable MOORE:
1. William MERRICK was born on 18, 1730 in Springfield and he died in , 1805 in Cazenovia. Details of his family were shown earlier (560).
2. Mehitable MERRICK was born on 24, 1726 in Canaan, CT.
3. Ebenezer MERRICK was born on 23, 1728 in Canaan, Connecticut. Ebenezer died in , 1819 in Dummerston, Vermont, United States.
4. Rachel MERRICK was born on 10, 1733 in Palmer, Hampden. Rachel died in Palmer, Hampden County, Massachusetts.
6. Hannah MERRICK was born on 14, 1734 in Canaan. Hannah died in Pittstown.
8. Thomas MERRICK was born in , 1738 in Union, Broome County, New York. Thomas died on 16, 1813 in Cazenovia.
9. Charles MERRICK was born in , 1740 in Cazenovia, Madison County, New York. Charles died circa , 1805.
10. Mariam MERRICK was born in , 1742 in Cazenovia.

1121 Mehitable

Mehitable MOORE, the daughter of Benoni MOORE(2242) and Mehitable ALLIS(2243), was born on 2, 1702 in Deerfield. She married Ebenezer MERRICK on 19, 1726 in Springfield. Ebenezer, the son of Thomas MERRICK(2240) and Hannah DUMBLETON(2241), was born on 11, 1703 in Springfield and died on 9, 1779 in Cazenovia. Mehitable died in , 1742 in Cazenovia. Children of Mehitable MOORE and Ebenezer MERRICK are shown under Ebenezer MERRICK(1120).
1172 Jonathan

Jonathan Wynne, the son of Thomas Wynne(2344) and Martha Buttall(2345), was born in 1669 in Flintshire, Wales. He married Sarah Greaves in 1694 in Arch Street Meeting, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Sarah, the daughter of Anna Hayward, was born in 1659 in Weathersfield, Hartford County, Connecticut and died on 17, 1744 in Wynnestaye, Blockley Twnsp, Philadelphia County. Jonathan died on 28, 1721 in Blockley Township, Philadelphia.

Children of Jonathan Wynne and Sarah Greaves:

1. Jonathan Wynne was born circa 1704 in Blockley and he died on 17, 1788 in East Nantmeal. Details of his family were shown earlier (586).
2. Thomas Wynne was born in 1695 in Blockley Township, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, British America. Thomas died on 27, 1757 in Boston, Suffolk, Massachusetts, British America.
3. Hannah Wynne was born in 1697 in Blockley, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Hannah died on 4, 1735 there.
5. James Wynne was born in 1701 in Blockley. James died on 24, 1714 in Merion Lower Merion, Philadelphia.
6. Sidney Wynne was born in 1705 in Blockley. Sidney died on 24, 1745 in New Castle, New Castle, Delaware.
7. Martha Wynne was born in 1708 in Blockley, Philadelphia, Province of Pennsylvania. Martha died on 29, 1774 in East Nantmeal, Chester, Province of Pennsylvania.
8. Elizabeth Wynne was born in 1709 in Blockley. Elizabeth died in 1710.

1173 Sarah

Sarah Greaves, the daughter of Anna Hayward(2347), was born in 1659 in Weathersfield. She married Jonathan Wynne in 1694 in Arch Street Meeting. Jonathan, the son of Thomas Wynne(2344) and Martha Buttall(2345), was born in 1669 in Flintshire and died on 28, 1721 in Blockley Township. Sarah died on 17, 1744 in Wynnestaye.

Children of Sarah Greaves and Jonathan Wynne are shown under Jonathan Wynne(1172).

1174 Isaac

Isaac Warner, the son of William Warner(2348) and Ann Dide(2349), was born in 1670 in Draycott, Blockley Parish, Worcestershire, England. He married Anne Craven on 30, 1692 in Philadelphia, Philadelphia. Anne, the daughter of James Craven was born in 1670 in Bath, England and died on 17, 1754 in Chester County, Pennsylvania. Isaac died on 2, 1727 in Lower Merion, Philadelphia.

Children of Isaac Warner and Anne Craven:

1. Anne Warner was born in 1710 in Blockley and she died on 9, 1786 in E Nantmeal. Details of her family were shown earlier (587).

1175 Anne

Anne Craven, the daughter of James Craven(2350), was born in 1670 in Bath. She married Isaac Warner on 30, 1692 in Philadelphia. Isaac, the son of William Warner(2348) and Ann Dide(2349), was born in 1670 in Draycott and died on 2, 1727 in Lower Merion. Anne died on 17, 1754 in Chester County.

Children of Anne Craven and Isaac Warner are shown under Isaac Warner(1174).
Generation 12

2048 Johannes
Johannes Reitz, the son of Georg Rudolph Reidt(4096), was born circa , 1665. He married Anna Barbara Frederick. Anna was born in , 1669 and died in , 1696. Johannes died circa , 1696.

Children of Johannes Reitz and Anna Barbara Frederick:

1. Johan-Peter Reitz was born on 3, 1690 in Gelnhausen and he died on 2, 1732 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (1024).

2049 Anna Barbara
Anna Barbara Frederick was born in , 1669. She married Johannes Reitz. Johannes, the son of Georg Rudolph Reidt(4096) was born circa , 1665 and died circa , 1696. Anna died in , 1696.

Children of Anna Barbara Frederick and Johannes Reitz are shown under Johannes Reitz(2048).

2050 Nicholas
Nicholas Weygand was born in , 1660. Nicholas died in , 1690.

Children of Nicholas Weygand and __:

1. Magdalena Weygand was born on 27, 1687 in Gelnhausen and she died in , 1740 in Nassau. Details of her family were shown earlier (1029).

2056 John Niclaus
John Niclaus Brosius, the son of Conrad Brosius(4112), was born circa , 1665 in Weierbach. He married Maria Martha Zany on 14, 1686 in Weierbach. Maria, the daughter of Hans Michael Zany and Maria Balluff, was born circa , 1662 in Weierbach and died on 7, 1703 in Weierbach. John died on 14, 1718 in Weierbach.

Children of John Niclaus Brosius and Maria Martha Zany:

1. Johan George Nicolas Brosius was born on 31, 1694 in Weierbach and he died in , 1762 in Berks. Details of his family were shown earlier (1028).

2057 Maria Martha
Maria Martha Zany, the daughter of Hans Michael Zany(4114) and Maria Balluff(4115), was born circa , 1662 in Weierbach. She married John Niclaus Brosius on 14, 1686 there. John, the son of Conrad Brosius(4112) was born circa , 1665 in Weierbach and died on 14, 1718 in Weierbach. Maria died on 7, 1703 in Weierbach.

Children of Maria Martha Zany and John Niclaus Brosius are shown under John Niclaus Brosius(2056).

2058 Hans Adam
Hans Adam Simon, the son of Johann Peter Simon(4116) and Maria Agnes Kieffer(4117), was born on 30, 1664 in Herren-Sulzbach, , Rheinland-Pfalz. He married Anna Catherine Hoehn on 27, 1688 in Herren Sultzbach, , , Germany. Anna, the daughter of Johann Thomas Hoehn and Anna Amalia Niclaus, was born on 16, 1674 in Herren-Sulzbach, , Rheinland and died in , 1692 in Herren-Sulzbach, Rhineland, , Prussia. Hans died in , 1712 in Sulzbach, Aichach-Friedberg, Bayern.

Children of Hans Adam Simon and Anna Catherine Hoehn:

1. Anna Catherine Simon was born on 26, 1692 in Unterjeckenbach and she died in , 1750 in Berks. Details of her family were shown earlier (1029).

2. Margaretha Catherine Simon was born on 6, 1685 in Sulzbach, Birkenfeld, Rheinland-Pfalz. Margaretha died in , 1685 in Germany.

3. Eva Simon was born on 18, 1686 in Sulzbach.

4. Johann Adam Simon was born on 5, 1695 in Sulzbach.

5. Maria Elizabetha Barbara Simon was born on 27, 1697 in Sulzbach.

2059 Anna Catherine
Anna Catherine HOEHN, the daughter of Johann Thomas HOEHN(4118) and Anna Amalia NICLAUS(4119), was born on 16, 1674 in Herren-sulzbach. She married Hans Adam SIMON on 27, 1688 in Herren Sultzbach. Hans, the son of Johann Peter SIMON(4116) and Maria Agnes KIEFFER(4117), was born on 30, 1664 in Herren-Sulzbach and died in , 1712 in Sulzbach. Anna died in , 1692 in Herren-Sulzbach.

Children of Anna Catherine HOEHN and Hans Adam SIMON are shown under Hans Adam SIMON(2058).

2064 Johann Casper

Johann Casper HEPLER, the son of Johann Hans HEPLER(4128), was born in , 1650 in Benningen, Ludwigsburg. He married Margaretha KELLER on 15, 1676 in Bissingen an der Enz. Margaretha, the daughter of Johannes KELLER was born on 22, 1646 in Bissingen and died on 2, 1690 in Benningen. Johann died in , 1720 there.

Children of Johann Casper HEPLER and Margaretha KELLER:

1. Johann Casper HEPLER was born in , 1680 in Bissingen and he died in , 1746 in Lomersheim. Details of his family were shown earlier (1032).

2065 Margaretha

Margaretha KELLER, the daughter of Johannes KELLER(4130), was born on 22, 1646 in Bissingen. She married Johann Casper HEPLER on 15, 1676 in Bissingen an der Enz. Johann, the son of Johann Hans HEPLER(4128) was born in , 1650 in Benningen and died in , 1720 in Benningen. Margaretha died on 2, 1690 there.

Children of Margaretha KELLER and Johann Casper HEPLER are shown under Johann Casper HEPLER(2064).

2066 Johann Georg

Johann Georg KRAMER was born in , 1650 in Baden-WA²rttemberg. Johann died on 9, 1700 in Vaihingen.

Children of Johann Georg KRAMER and ___:

1. Anna Margaretha KRAMER was born on 2, 1684 in Vaihingen and she died on 22, 1746 there. Details of her family were shown earlier (1033).

2068 Johannes

Johannes SCHEIBLE was born on 17, 1661 in Lomersheim. He married Anna Maria BOGER. Anna, the daughter of Johann Michael BOGER and Anna GRAESSLIN, was born on 23, 1660 in Lomersheim and died on 18, 1721 in Lomersheim. Johannes died on 15, 1736 in Lomersheim.

Children of Johannes SCHEIBLE and Anna Maria BOGER:

1. Hans Jacob SCHEIBLE was born on 22, 1688 in Lomersheim and he died on 23, 1779 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (1034).

2069 Anna Maria

Anna Maria BOGER, the daughter of Johann Michael BOGER(4138) and Anna GRAESSLIN(4139), was born on 23, 1660 in Lomersheim. She married Johannes SCHEIBLE. Johannes was born on 17, 1661 in Lomersheim and died on 15, 1736 in Lomersheim. Anna died on 18, 1721 in Lomersheim.

Children of Anna Maria BOGER and Johannes SCHEIBLE are shown under Johannes SCHEIBLE(2068).

2070 Hans Ulrich

Hans Ulrich BADER, the son of George BAUDER(4140) and Rosina RENN(4141), was born on 7, 1660 in Marktoberdorf, Ostallgau, Bayern. He married first, Anna Christina ALLGAIER in , 1692 in Kirchheim, Bad Durkheim, Rheinland-Pfalz. Anna, the daughter of Zacharias ALLGAIER and Barbara MOSSNER, was born on 1, 1671 in Kirchheim and died on 26, 1731 in Kirchheim. Hans second had a child with an unknown spouse. Hans died on 23, 1731 there.

Children of Hans Ulrich BADER and Anna Christina ALLGAIER:

1. Elizabeth BADER was born on 5, 1692 in Kirchheim. Elizabeth died on 3, 1758 in Kirchheim, Schwaben, Baden-Wuerttemberg.
ii. Michael Bader was born on 25, 1696 in Kirchheim. Michael died on 23, 1755 in Kirchheim.

iii. Johan Ulrich Bader was born on 29, 1698 in Kirchheim. Johan died on 10, 1707 in Kirchheim, Germany.

iv. Hans Melchior Bader was born on 6, 1700 in Kirchheim. Hans died in , 1763 in Stone Arabia, Montgomery, New York.

v. Hans Jerg Bader was born on 9, 1703 in Kirchheim. Hans died on 27, 1758 there.

Children of Hans Ulrich Bader and __:

i. Agnes Bader was born on 15, 1687 in Zell and she died on 6, 1750 in Lomersheim. Details of her family were shown earlier (1035).

ii. Barbara Bader was born on 20, 1670.

iii. Regina Bader was born on 11, 1671.

iv. Agnes Bader was born on 13, 1674.

v. Anna Bader was born on 4, 1676.

vi. Georg Bader was born in , 1679.

vii. Anna Margaretha was born in , 1687 in Lomersheim. Anna died on 8, 1750 there.

viii. Unknown Bader was born on 12, 1710 in Kircheim Schwaben, Baden-Wuerttemberg. Unknown died on 12, 1710 in Kircheim, Schwaben.

2240 Thomas

Thomas Merrick, the son of Thomas Merrick(4480) and Elizabeth Tilley(4481), was born on 12, 1664 in Springfield. He married Hannah Dumbleton on 18, 1690 there. Hannah, the daughter of John Dumbleton and Mercy Marshfield, was born in , 1670 in Springfield, Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay and died on 25, 1737 in Springfield. Thomas died on 16, 1743 in Springfield.

Children of Thomas Merrick and Hannah Dumbleton:

i. Ebenezer Merrick was born on 11, 1703 in Springfield and he died on 9, 1779 in Cazenovia. Details of his family were shown earlier (1120).

ii. Hannah Merrick was born on 27, 1692 in Springfield, Mass.. Hannah died on 17, 1716.

iii. Thomas Merrick was born on 5, 1694 in Springfield, Massachusetts. Thomas died on 13, 1733 in Northampton, Hampshire Co., Massachusetts.

iv. Miriam Merrick was born on 1, 1696 in Springfield. Miriam died in , 1728.


2241 Hannah

Hannah Dumbleton, the daughter of John Dumbleton(4482) and Mercy Marshfield(4483), was born in , 1670 in Springfield. She married Thomas Merrick on 18, 1690 in Springfield. Thomas, the son of Thomas Merrick(4480) and Elizabeth Tilley(4481), was born on 12, 1664 in Springfield and died on 16, 1743 in Springfield. Hannah died on 25, 1737 in Springfield.

Children of Hannah Dumbleton and Thomas Merrick are shown under Thomas Merrick(2240).

2242 Benoni

Benoni Moore, the son of Joseph Moore(4484) and Lydia Axtell(4485), was born on 14, 1669 in Sudbury, Middlesex, Massachusetts Bay. He married Mehitable Allis on 13, 1698 in Deerfield. Mehitable, the daughter of Samuel Allis and Alice Unknown, was born on 2, 1677 in Hatfield, Hampshire and died on 8, 1757 in Northfield, Franklin, Massachusetts Bay. Benoni died on 18, 1753 there.

Children of Benoni Moore and Mehitable Allis:

i. Mehitable Moore was born on 2, 1702 in Deerfield and she died in , 1742 in Cazenovia. Details of her family were shown earlier (1121).

ii. Elizabeth Moore was born on 29, 1700. Elizabeth died in , 1786.

iii. Samuel Moore was born on 2, 1704 in Deerfield, Franklin, Ma. Samuel died on 18, 1704.

iv. Hezekiah Moore was born on 18, 1705 in Deerfield. Hezekiah died on 6, 1705.

v. Hannah Moore was born on 25, 1706 in Deerfield. Hannah died on 12, 1708.

vi. Hannah Moore was born on 22, 1708 in Deerfield.

vii. Samuel Moore was born on 15, 1712 in Deerfield. Samuel died on 15, 1712.

viii. Mercy Moore was born on 12, 1713 in Deerfield.

ix. Lydia Moore was born on 28, 1715 in Deerfield. Lydia died on 4, 1761 in Vermont.

x. Ruth Moore was born on 29, 1717 in Deerfield.

2243 Mehitable
Mehitable Allis, the daughter of Samuel Allis(#4486) and Alice Unknown(#4487), was born on 2, 1677 in Hatfield. She married Benoni Moore on 13, 1698 in Deerfield. Benoni, the son of Joseph Moore(#4484) and Lydia Axtell(#4485), was born on 14, 1669 in Sudbury and died on 18, 1753 in Northfield. Mehitable died on 8, 1757 there.

Children of Mehitable Allis and Benoni Moore are shown under Benoni Moore(2242).

2344 Thomas

Thomas Wynne, the son of Thomas Wynne(#4688) and Catherine Lloyd(#4689), was born on 20, 1627 in Caerwys, Flintshire. He married first, Martha Butttall in , 1656 in Flintshire, Wales***Data is already there***. Martha, the daughter of Randall Samuel Buttall and Jane UNKNOWN, was born circa , 1627 in Wrexham, Denbighshire, Wales and died in , 1670 in Philadelphia, Delaware, Pennsylvania.

Thomas married second, Elizabeth Chorley on 20, 1676 in at her father's home in Rainhill, Lancashire, England. Elizabeth was born circa , 1637 in Rainhill, Lancashire and died on 7, 1705 in Philadelphia. Thomas third had a child with an unknown spouse. Thomas died on 17, 1692 in Philadelphia.

Children of Thomas Wynne and Martha Buttall:

1. Jonathan Wynne was born in , 1669 in Flintshire and he died on 28, 1721 in Blockley Township. Details of his family were shown earlier (1172).
2. Mary Wynne was born in , 1659 in Wrexham. Mary died in , 1726 in Merion Township, Pennsylvania.
3. Tabitha Wynne was born in , 1661 in Denbighshire, Flintshire, Wrexham. Tabitha died in , 1692 in England.
4. Sidney Wynne was born circa , 1666 in Bronvedog, Flintshire. Sidney died circa , 1709 in West River, Anne Arundel, Maryland.

Thomas Wynne and Elizabeth Chorley had no children.

Children of Thomas Wynne and ___:

1. Rebecca Wynne was born in , 1662 in Flint, Flintshire. Rebecca died on 22, 1736 in Talbot Co., Maryland.
2. Hannah Martha Wynne was born in , 1670 in Bronvedog, Flintshire. Hannah died on 22, 1750 in Haverford, Chester (Montgomery), Pennsylvania.

2345 Martha

Martha Butttall, the daughter of Randall Samuel Buttall(#4690) and Jane UNKNOWN(#4691), was born circa , 1627 in Wrexham. She married Thomas Wynne in , 1656 in Flintshire. Thomas, the son of Thomas Wynne(#4688) and Catherine Lloyd(#4689), was born on 20, 1627 in Caerwys and died on 17, 1692 in Philadelphia. Thomas later remarried Elizabeth Chorley on 20, 1676 in at her father's home in Rainhill. Thomas later remarried , and had 2 children by that marriage: Rebecca, Hannah. Martha died in , 1670 in Philadelphia.

Children of Martha Buttall and Thomas Wynne are shown under Thomas Wynne(2344).

2347 Anna

Anna Hayward, the daughter of Martha Hayward(#4695), was born in , 1651 in Concord, Middlesex, Massachusetts. She married first, Abraham Graves on 28, 1677 in Concord, Middlesex. Abraham, the son of Mark Graves and Amy UNKNOWN, was born in , 1649 in Lynn, Essex, Massachusetts and died on 16, 1729 in Andover, Essex. Anna second had a child with an unknown spouse. Anna died in , 1705 there.

Children of Anna Hayward and Abraham Graves:

1. Elizabeth Graves was born on 26, 1678 in Concord.
2. Sarah Graves was born on 7, 1680 in Andover. Sarah died there.
3. Samuel Graves was born on 3, 1681 in Andover, Massachusetts. Samuel died in , 1683.
4. Samuel Graves was born on 19, 1685 in An
dover, Massachusetts.
5. Thomas Graves was born on 10, 1690. Eleazer died on 28, 1745.
6. Ester Graves was born on 11, 1691. Ester died on 8, 1739.
7. John Graves was born on 11, 1691 in Andover. John died in , 1700 in Falmouth, Cumberland, Maine.
8. William Graves was born in , 1704.

Children of Anna Hayward and ___:
2348 William

William WARNER, the son of John WARNER (4696) and Margaret UNKNOWN (4697), was born on 8, 1627 in Blockley, Worcestershire. He married first, Ann DIDE in , 1647 in Her, Chari-Baguirmi, Chad. Ann, the daughter of William DIDE and Mary UNKNOWN, was born in , 1630 in Blockley and died on 12, 1705 in Pennsylvania. William second had a child with an unknown spouse. William died in , 1706 in Blockley.

Children of William WARNER and Ann DIDE:

1. Isaac WARNER was born in , 1670 in Draycott and he died on 2, 1727 in Lower Merion. Details of his family were shown earlier (1174).

2. John WARNER was born in , 1649 in Blockley. John died on 12, 1717 in Schuykill River, Philadelphia.

3. Mary WARNER was born circa , 1660 in Philadelphia. Mary died on 6, 1713 there.

Children of William WARNER and ____:

1. William Warner was born on 9, 1653 in Blockley. William died in , 1714 in Philadelphia.

2349 Ann

Ann DIDE, the daughter of William DIDE (4698) and Mary UNKNOWN (4699), was born in , 1630 in Blockley. She married William WARNER in , 1647 in Her. William, the son of John WARNER (4696) and Margaret UNKNOWN (4697), was born on 8, 1627 in Blockley and died in , 1706 in Blockley. William later remarried , and had 1 child by that marriage: William. Ann died on 12, 1705 in Pennsylvania.

Children of Ann DIDE and William WARNER are shown under William WARNER (2348).

2350 James

James CRAVEN was born in , 1632. James died on 4, 1672 in Bath.

Children of James CRAVEN and ____:
Generation 13

4096 Georg Rudolph

Georg Rudolph REIDT was born circa 1640 in Hessen. Georg died circa 11, 1715 in Neukirchen, Hessen-Kassel, Germany.

Children of Georg Rudolph REIDT and __:
1. Johannes Reitz was born circa 1665 and he died circa 1696. Details of his family were shown earlier (2048).

4112 Conrad

Conrad BROSIOUS was born in 1639 in Weierbach. Conrad died circa 1686 in Wierbach, , , Germany.

Children of Conrad BROSIOUS and __:
1. John Niclaus BROSIOUS was born circa 1665 in Weierbach and he died on 14, 1718 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (2056).

4114 Hans Michael

Hans Michael ZANY, the son of UNKNOWN ZANY(8228), was born in 1610 in Rheinland. He married Maria BALLUFF in 1642 in Weierbach. Maria, the daughter of Michael BALLUFF was born in 1612 in Germany and died in Germany. Hans died there.

Children of Hans Michael ZANY and Maria BALLUFF:
1. Maria Martha ZANY was born circa 1662 in Weierbach and she died on 7, 1703 there. Details of her family were shown earlier (2057).

4115 Maria

Maria BALLUFF, the daughter of Michael BALLUFF(8230), was born in 1610 in Rheinland and died in Germany. Maria died there.

Children of Maria BALLUFF and Hans Michael ZANY are shown under Hans Michael ZANY(4114).

4116 Johann Peter

Johann Peter SIMON, the son of Adam SIMON(8232) and Eva STRAUS(8233), was born on 25, 1645 in Herren-Sulzbach, Rheinland-Pfalz. He married first, Maria Agnes KIEFFER on 17, 1662 in Herron sulzbach, , Rheinland. Maria, the daughter of Peter KIEFFER and Unknown MARGARETHA, was born on 8, 1646 in Enkirch, Bernkastel-Wittlich, Rheinland-Pfalz and died on 10, 1676 in Sulzbach. Johann married second, Maria Agnes MEYER on 9, 1676 there. Maria, the daughter of Jost MEYER and Margaretha KIEFFER, was born on 8, 1639 in Enkirch and died circa 1692 in Sulzbach. Johann died on 13, 1703 in Herren-Sulzbach, Rheinland, Preuäen.

Children of Johann Peter SIMON and Maria Agnes KIEFFER:
1. Hans Adam SIMON was born on 30, 1664 in Herren-Sulzbach and he died in , 1712 in Sulzbach. Details of his family were shown earlier (2058).

II. Johann Abraham SIMON was born on 18, 1666 in Herren Sulzbach, Kusel, Rheinland-Pfalz. Johann died circa 1680 in Sulzbach.

III. Maria Catharina SIMON was born on 27, 1670 in Sulzbach.

IV. Elisabetha Barbara SIMON was born on 28, 1672 in Herren Sulzbach. Elisabetha died on 8, 1676 there.

V. Anna Elisabetha SIMON was born on 5, 1676 in Herren Sulzbach. Anna died on 8, 1676 there.

Children of Johann Peter SIMON and Maria Agnes MEYER:

II. Johann Stephan SIMON was born on 16, 1679 in Sulzbach. Johann died on 3, 1736 in Sulzbach, Aichach-Friedberg, Bayern, Germany 6th great-uncle.

III. Johann Peter SIMON was born on 12, 1682 in Herren-Sulzbach, Birkenfeld, Rheinland-Palatinate. Johann died circa , 1682 in Sulzbach.
4117 Maria Agnes
Maria Agnes Kieffer, the daughter of Peter Kieffer(8234) and Unknown Margaretha(8235), was born on 8, 1646 in Enkirch. She married Johann Peter Simon on 17, 1662 in Herronsulzback. Johann, the son of Adam Simon(8232) and Eva Straus(8233), was born on 25, 1645 in Herrensulzbach and died on 13, 1703 in Herren-Sulzbach. Johann later remarried Maria Agnes Meyer on 9, 1676 in Sulzbach, and had 3 children by that marriage: Johann, Johann, Johann. Maria died on 10, 1676 there.

Children of Maria Agnes Kieffer and Johann Peter Simon are shown under Johann Peter Simon(4116).

4118 Johann Thomas
Johann Thomas Hoehn was born on 10, 1654 in Paffenschwabenheim, Alzey, Rhein Hessen, Prussia. He married Anna Amalia Niclaus on 16, 1669 in Church, Herren-Sulzbach, Reinland, Germany. Anna was born on 10, 1653 in Sulzbach and died in , 1678 in Sulzbach. Johann died there.

Children of Johann Thomas Hoehn and Anna Amalia Niclaus:
1. Anna Catherine Hoehn was born on 16, 1674 in Herren-Sulzbach and she died in , 1692 in Herren-Sulzbach. Details of her family were shown earlier (2059).

4119 Anna Amalia
Anna Amalia Niclaus was born on 10, 1653 in Sulzbach. She married Johann Thomas Hoehn on 16, 1669 in Church. Johann was born on 10, 1654 in Paffenschwabenheim and died in Sulzbach. Anna died in , 1678 there.

Children of Anna Amalia Niclaus and Johann Thomas Hoehn are shown under Johann Thomas Hoehn(4118).

4128 Johann Hans
Johann Hans Hepler was born in , 1615 in Benningen, Ludwigsburg, Baden-Wuerttemberg. Johann died in , 1674 there.

Children of Johann Hans Hepler and ____:
1. Johann Casper Hepler was born in , 1650 in Benningen and he died in , 1720 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (2064).

4130 Johannes
Johannes Keller was born circa , 1620.

Children of Johannes Keller and ____:
1. Margaretha Keller was born on 22, 1646 in Bissingen and she died on 2, 1690 in Benningen. Details of her family were shown earlier (2065).

4138 Johann Michael
Johann Michael Boger, the son of Andreas Bogner(8276), was born in , 1626 in Baden-Wuerttemberg. He married Anna Graesslin in , 1653 in Lomersheim. Anna, the daughter of Wieland Graesslin and Catharina Unknown, was born in , 1630 in Lomersheim and died on 6, 1688 in Lomersheim. Johann died on 30, 1666 there.

Children of Johann Michael Boger and Anna Graesslin:
1. Anna Maria Boger was born on 23, 1660 in Lomersheim and she died on 18, 1721 there. Details of her family were shown earlier (2069).
2. Johan Michael Boger was born on 29, 1653 in Lomersheim. Johan died on 19, 1724 there.
3. Joseph Boger was born on 8, 1655 in Lomersheim. Joseph died on 22, 1738 there.
4. Johannes Bogner was born in , 1656 in Lomersheim. Johannes died on 9, 1724.
5. Catharina Boger was born on 17, 1658 in Lomersheim. Catharina died in Somme, Picardie, France.
6. Margaretha Boger was born on 22, 1661 in Lomersheim. Margaretha died in , 1700 in Maulbronn, Enzkreis.
7. Andreas Boger was born on 6, 1662 in Lomersheim. Andreas died on 12, 1724 there.
8. Johann Georg Boger was born on 28, 1664 in Lomersheim. Johann died on 11, 1708 there.
9. Anna Barbara Boger was born on 2, 1666 in Lomersheim. Anna died in , 1667 there.
4139 Anna

Anna Graesslin, the daughter of Wieland Graesslin(8278) and Catharina Unknown(8279), was born in , 1630 in Lomersheim. She married Johann Michael Boger in , 1653 there. Johann, the son of Andreas Bogner(8276) was born in , 1626 in Baden-Württemberg and died on 30, 1666 in Lomersheim. Anna died on 6, 1688 there.

Children of Anna Graesslin and Johann Michael Boger are shown under Johann Michael Boger(4138).

4140 George

George Bauder, the son of Daniel Bader(8280) and Appollonia Allgaier(8281), was born in , 1620 in Marktoberdorf, Allgau, Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany. He married Rosina Renn on 22, 1652 in Marktoberdorf, Germany. Rosina, the daughter of Oswald Renn and Barbara Auf Der Lehnen, was born in , 1622 in Lehnen, Tyrol, Austria and died in , 1701 in Marktoberdorf. George died in , 1701 in Marktoberdorf.

Children of George Bauder and Rosina Renn are shown under George Bauder(4140).

4141 Rosina

Rosina Renn, the daughter of Oswald Renn(8282) and Barbara Auf Der Lehnen(8283), was born in , 1622 in Lehnen. She married George Bauder on 22, 1652 in Marktoberdorf. George, the son of Daniel Bader(8280) and Appollonia Allgaier(8281), was born in , 1620 in Marktoberdorf and died in , 1701 in Marktoberdorf. Rosina died in , 1701 in Marktoberdorf.

Children of Rosina Renn and George Bauder are shown under George Bauder(4140).

4480 Thomas

Thomas Merrick, the son of John Meyrick(8960) and Dorothy Bishop(8961), was born in , 1620 in St. Davids, Pembrokeshire, Dyfed, Wales. He married first, Sarah Stebbins on 14, 1639 in Springfield. Sarah, the daughter of Rowland Stebbins and Sarah Whiting, was born in , 1623 in Bocking, Essex, England and died circa , 1652 in Springfield, Massachusetts Bay Colony. Thomas married second, Elizabeth Tilley on 21, 1653 in Springfield. Elizabeth was born in , 1620 in England and died on 21, 1684 in Springfield. Elizabeth later remarried Thomas Myrick, and had 1 child by that marriage: Owen. Thomas died on 7, 1704 there.

Children of Thomas Merrick and Sarah Stebbins:

i. Thomas Merrick was born on 12, 1641 in Springfield. Thomas died in , 1664 there.

ii. Sarah Merrick was born on 9, 1643 in Springfield. Sarah died in , 1712 in East Haven, New Haven, Connecticut.

iii. Mary Merrick was born on 28, 1645 in Springfield, Massachusetts. Mary died on 28, 1648 in Springfield.

iv. Mary Merrick was born on 27, 1647 in Springfield. Mary died on 3, 1690 in Springfield.

v. Hannah Merrick was born on 10, 1650 in Springfield, Hampden, Massachusetts Bay Colony. Hannah died some time after 16, 1718 in Springfield, Hampden, Massachusetts Bay.

Children of Thomas Merrick and Elizabeth Tilley:

i. Thomas Merrick was born on 12, 1664 in Springfield and he died on 16, 1743 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (2240).

ii. Elizabeth Merrick was born on 26, 1654 in Springfield. Elizabeth died on 11, 1659 there.

iii. Miriam Merrick was born on 1, 1656 in Springfield. Miriam died on 11, 1684 there.


vi. Tilley Merrick was born on 20, 1667 in Springfield. Tilley died on 21, 1736 in West Springfield, Hampden.

vii. James Merrick was born on 2, 1669 in Springfield. James died on 8, 1765 there.

viii. Abigail Merrick was born on 1, 1673 in Springfield. Abigail died on 31, 1753 there.

4481 Elizabeth

Elizabeth Tilley was born in , 1620 in England. She married first, Thomas Merrick on 21, 1653 in Springfield. Thomas, the son of John Meyrick(8960) and Dorothy Bishop(8961), was born in , 1620 in St. Davids and died on 7, 1704 in Springfield. Thomas had previously married Sarah Stebbins on 14, 1639 there, and had 5 children by that marriage: Thomas, Sarah, Mary, Mary, Hannah. Elizabeth married second, Thomas Myrick. Thomas was born some time before , 1591 and died some time after , 1698. Elizabeth died on 21, 1684 in Springfield.

Children of Elizabeth Tilley and Thomas Merrick are shown under Thomas Merrick(4480).

Children of Elizabeth Tilley and Thomas Myrick:

1. Owen Myrick was born in , 1658 in England. Owen died in , 1720 in Surry, VA.

4482 John

John Dumbleton, the son of Jonathan Dumbleton(8964), was born in , 1625 in England. He married Mercy Marshfield in , 1649 in Springfield. Mercy, the daughter of Thomas Marshfield and Mercy Unknown, was born in , 1627 in Exeter, Devon, England and died on 4, 1704 in Springfield. John died on 27, 1702 there.

Children of John Dumbleton and Mercy Marshfield:

1. Hannah Dumbleton was born in , 1670 in Springfield and she died on 25, 1737 there. Details of her family were shown earlier (2241).

4483 Mercy

Mercy Marshfield, the daughter of Thomas Marshfield(8966) and Mercy Unknown(8967), was born in , 1627 in Exeter. She married John Dumbleton in , 1649 in Springfield. John, the son of Jonathan Dumbleton(8964) was born in , 1625 in England and died on 27, 1702 in Springfield. Mercy died on 4, 1704 there.

Children of Mercy Marshfield and John Dumbleton are shown under John Dumbleton(4482).

4484 Joseph

Joseph Moore, the son of John Moore(8968) and Elizabeth Rice(8969), was born on 21, 1647 in Sudbury, Middlesex. He married Lydia Axtell on 14, 1669 there. Lydia, the daughter of Thomas Axtell and Mary Unknown, was born on 1, 1644 in Sudbury, Middlesex, Massachusetts Bay Colony and died

Children of Joseph Moore and Lydia Axtell:

i. Benoni Moore was born on 14, 1669 in Sudbury and he died on 18, 1753 in Northfield. Details of his family were shown earlier (2242).

ii. William Moore was born on 25, 1668 in Sudbury. William died on 25, 1688 there.

iii. Joseph Moore was born on 1, 1671 in Sudbury. Joseph died on 18, 1753.

iv. Hannah Moore was born on 2, 1673 in Sudbury. Hannah died on 28, 1730 in Sudbury, Middlesex County, Massachusetts.

v. Thomas Moore was born on 9, 1676 in Sudbury. Thomas died in , 1677.

vi. Benjamin Moore was born on 5, 1679 in Sudbury. Benjamin died in , 1680.

vii. Mary Moore was born on 7, 1681 in Sudbury. Mary died in , 1727.

viii. John I Moore was born on 8, 1683 in Sudbury. John died on 17, 1729 there.

ix. Elizabeth Moore was born on 20, 1685 in Sudbury, Middlesex, Massachusetts Bay, British Colonial America. Elizabeth died in , 1727 there.

x. Lydia Moore was born on 5, 1687 in Sudbury. Lydia died in , 1728.

xi. Obediah Moore was born in , 1689 in Sudbury. Obediah died in , 1726 in Massachusetts Bay.

4485 Lydia

Lydia Axtell, the daughter of Thomas Axtell(8970) and Mary Unknown(8971), was born on 1, 1644 in Sudbury. She married Joseph Moore on 14, 1669 in Sudbury. Joseph, the son of John Moore(8968) and Elizabeth Rice(8969), was born on 21, 1647 in Sudbury and died on 2, 1725 in Sudbury. Lydia died on 23, 1717 in Sudbury.

Children of Lydia Axtell and Joseph Moore are shown under Joseph Moore(4484).

4486 Samuel

Samuel Allis, the son of William Allis(8972) and Mary Unknown(8973), was born on 24, 1647 in Braintree, Suffolk, Massachusetts Bay. He married first, Alice Unknown on 14, 1669 in Hadley, Hampshire, MA. Alice was born circa , 1655 in Hatfield, Hampshire and died on 29, 1704 in Deerfield. Alice later remarried John Hawks on 20, 1696 in Deerfield, Franklin, MA, and had 1 child by that marriage: Elizabeth. Samuel second had a child with an unknown spouse. Samuel died on 9, 1691 in Hatfield.

Children of Samuel Allis and Alice Unknown:

i. Mehitable Allis was born on 2, 1677 in Hatfield and she died on 8, 1757 in Northfield. Details of her family were shown earlier (2243).

ii. Samuel Allis was born on 20, 1679 in Hatfield, Hampshire County, Massachusetts Bay Colony. Samuel died on 29, 1704 in Deerfield, Hampshire County, Province of Massachusetts Bay.

iii. William Allis was born on 19, 1680 in Hatfield. William died circa 20, 1763 in Montague, Franklin County, Province of Massachusetts Bay.

iv. Mary Allis was born on 6, 1682 in Hatfield, Hampshire County, Massachusetts Bay Colony. Mary died some time before , 1782.

v. Thomas Allis was born on 12, 1684 in Hatfield. Thomas died circa 3, 1751 in Guilford, Connecticut Colony.

vi. Rebecca Allis was born on 29, 1687 in Hatfield, Hampshire County, Ma. Rebecca died on 1, 1703 in Deerfield.

Children of Samuel Allis and ___:

i. Rebecca Allis was born on 29, 1687 in Hatfield.

4487 Alice

Alice Unknown was born circa , 1655 in Hatfield. She married first, Samuel Allis on 14, 1669 in Hadley. Samuel, the son of William Allis(8972) and Mary Unknown(8973), was born on 24, 1647 in Braintree and died on 9, 1691 in Hatfield. Samuel later remarried , and had 1 child by that marriage: Rebecca. Alice married second, John Hawks on 20, 1696 in Deerfield. John, the son of John Hawks and Elizabeth Unknown, was born on 13, 1643 in Windsor, Hartford, Connecticut and died some time after , 1721. Alice died on 29, 1704 in Deerfield.

Children of Alice Unknown and Samuel Allis are shown under Samuel Allis(4486).

Children of Alice Unknown and John Hawks:

i. Elizabeth Hawks was born some time after 22, 1697 in Deerfield. Elizabeth died on 29, 1704 in Canada.
4688 Thomas

Thomas WYNNE, the son of John Ap Rees WYNNE(9376) and Grace VERCH MORGAN(9377), was born on 20, 1589 in Yskeiviog Parish, Flintshire. He married Catherine LLOYD. Catherine, the daughter of Grace SALUSBURY, was born in , 1589 in Yskeiviog, Flintshire and died in , 1633 in Flintshire County, Wales United Kingdom. Thomas died circa , 1638 in Yskeiviog Parish.

Children of Thomas WYNNE and Catherine LLOYD:

1. Thomas WYNNE was born on 20, 1627 in Caerwys and he died on 17, 1692 in Philadelphia. Details of his family were shown earlier (2344).
2. Harri WYNNE was born on 6, 1619 in Yskeiviog, County Flintshire, Wales. Harri died in , 1620.
3. Edward WYNNE was born on 9, 1622 in Yskeiviog. Edward died on 3, 1623 in Llandderfel, Merionethshire, Wales.
4. John WYNNE was born on 13, 1625 in Bronvedog, Yskeiviog Parish. John died in Sussex County, Pennsylvania.
5. Peter WYNNE was born circa 30, 1629 in Caerwys, Yskeiviog.

4689 Catherine

Catherine LLOYD, the daughter of Grace SALUSBURY(9379), was born in , 1589 in Yskeiviog. She married Thomas WYNNE. Thomas, the son of John Ap Rees WYNNE(9376) and Grace VERCH MORGAN(9377), was born on 20, 1589 in Yskeiviog Parish and died circa , 1638 in Yskeiviog Parish. Catherine died in , 1633 in Flintshire County.

Children of Catherine LLOYD and Thomas WYNNE are shown under Thomas WYNNE(4688).

4690 Randall Samuel

Randall Samuel BUTTALL, the son of James BUTTALL(9380), was born circa , 1604 in Wrexham, County Denbighshire, Wales. He married Jane UNKNOWN in , 1626 in Clwyd, Wrexham, Denbighshire, Wales. Jane was born in , 1600 in Clwyd Wrexham, Denbighshire and died in , 1674 in Hearth Suffolk England. Randall died some time before 23, 1684 in Wrexham.

Children of Randall Samuel BUTTALL and Jane UNKNOWN:

1. Martha BUTTALL was born circa , 1627 in Wrexham and she died in , 1670 in Philadelphia. Details of her family were shown earlier (2345).
2. Nathaniel BUTTALL was born in , 1629 in Wrexham, Denbighshire, Wales.
3. Abigail BUTTALL was born in , 1630 in , Wales.
4. Samuel BUTTALL was born in , 1631 in Wrexham.
6. Rebecca BUTTALL was born in , 1635 in Wrexham.
7. Charles BUTTALL was born in , 1637 in Wrexham.

4691 Jane

Jane UNKNOWN was born in , 1600 in Clwyd Wrexham. She married Randall Samuel BUTTALL in , 1626 in Clwyd. Randall, the son of James BUTTALL(9380) was born circa , 1604 in Wrexham and died some time before 23, 1684 in Wrexham. Jane died in , 1674 in Hearth Suffolk England.

Children of Jane UNKNOWN and Randall Samuel BUTTALL are shown under Randall Samuel BUTTALL(4690).

4695 Martha

Martha HAYWARD, the daughter of Thomas HAYWARD(9390) and Susanna TOWNE(9391), was born circa , 1634 in Aylesford, Kent, England. She married first, John HOWARD in , 1653 in Duxbury, Plymouth Colony. John, the son of Mary UNKNOWN, was born circa , 1625 in London, England and died some time before 24, 1701 in Bridgewater, Plymouth County, Province of Massachusetts Bay. Martha second had a child with an unknown spouse. Martha married third, John HOWARD. John was born on 2, 1620 and died on 24, 1661. Martha died some time before , 1703 in Bridgewater.

Children of Martha HAYWARD and John HOWARD:

1. John HOWARD was born circa , 1653 in Plymouth, Plymouth Colony. John died some time before 3, 1726 in Bridgewater, Plymouth, Province of Massachusetts Bay.
II. Elizabeth Howard was born circa 1656 in Plymouth. Elizabeth died circa 1747 in Bridgewater.

III. Sarah Howard was born on 20, 1658 in Bridgewater, Plymouth Colony, New England. Sarah died in , 1703 in Bridgewater.

IV. James Howard was born in 1660 in Bridgewater, Plymouth, Massachusetts. James died in , 1690 in Port Royal, Acadie, Nouvelle-France.

V. Jonathan Howard was born in 1664 in Plymouth. Jonathan died in , 1739 in Bridgewater.

VI. Ephraim Howard was born in 1667 in Bridgewater, Plymouth Colony. Ephraim died on 11, 1750 in Bridgewater.

VII. Bethiah Howard was born circa 1671 in Bridgewater. Bethiah died on 30, 1755 in Bridgewater.

Children of Martha Hayward and ____:
1. Anna Hayward was born in 1651 in Concord and she died in , 1705 in Andover. Details of her family were shown earlier (2347).

Children of Martha Hayward and John Howard:
1. John Howard was born circa 1658 in East Bridgewater, Plymouth, Massachusetts, Colonial America. John died on 3, 1726 in Bridgewater, Plymouth.

Children of Margaret UNKNOWN and John Warner are shown under John Warner(4696).

4698 William

William Dide was born in 1605 in Worcester, Worcestershire. He married Mary UNKNOWN in 1627 in Worcester, Worcestershire. Mary was born in 1605 in Worcester and died in , 1630. William died in , 1630.

Children of William Dide and Mary UNKNOWN:
1. Ann Dide was born in 1630 in Blockley and she died on 12, 1705 in Pennsylvania. Details of her family were shown earlier (2349).

4699 Mary

Mary UNKNOWN was born in 1605 in Worcester. She married William Dide in 1627 in Worcester. William was born in 1605 in Worcester and died in 1630. Mary died in , 1630.

Children of Mary UNKNOWN and William Dide are shown under William Dide(4698).

4696 John

John Warner was born on 22, 1582 in Blockley, Worcestershire, , England. He married Margaret UNKNOWN in 1612 there. Margaret was born in 1584 in Blockley and died in 1657 in Draycott, Derbyshire, , England. John died in 1657 in Blockley Par, Worcestershire.

Children of John Warner and Margaret UNKNOWN:
1. William Warner was born on 8, 1627 in Blockley and he died in , 1706 in Blockley. Details of his family were shown earlier (2348).

4697 Margaret

Margaret UNKNOWN was born in 1584 in Blockley. She married John Warner in 1612 there. John was born on 22, 1582 in Blockley and died in 1657 in Blockley Par. Margaret died in 1657 in Draycott.
Generation 14

8228 UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN ZANY was born.
Children of UNKNOWN ZANY and ___:
1. Hans Michael ZANY was born in, 1610 in Rheinland and he died in Germany. Details of his family were shown earlier (4114).

8230 Michael

Michael BALLUFF was born in, 1590 in Rheinland. Michael died in Germany.
Children of Michael BALLUFF and ___:
1. Maria BALLUFF was born in, 1612 in Germany and she died there. Details of her family were shown earlier (4115).

8232 Adam

Adam SIMON, the son of Johann Simon SIMONIS(16464) and UNKNOWN ELSA(16465), was born in, 1615 in Herronsulzbach, Rheinland. He married Eva STRAUS on 23, 1644 in Evangelisch, Herren-Sulzbach, Prussia. Eva, the daughter of Hans STRAUS was born in, 1618 in Herronsulzbach and died circa, 1661 in Herren-Sulzbach. Adam died on 15, 1659 in Herren Sulzbach.
Children of Adam SIMON and Eva STRAUS:
1. Johann Peter SIMON was born on 25, 1645 in Herren-Sulzbach and he died on 13, 1703 in Herren-Sulzbach. Details of his family were shown earlier (4116).
2. Anna Catharina SIMON was born on 6, 1650 in Sulzbach, Sulzbach, Birkenfeld, Rheinland-Pfalz, Deutschland.

8233 Eva

Eva STRAUS, the daughter of Hans STRAUSS(16466), was born in, 1618 in Herrensulzbach. She married Adam SIMON on 23, 1644 in Evangelisch. Adam, the son of Johann Simon SIMONIS(16464) and UNKNOWN ELSA(16465), was born in, 1615 in Herronsulzbach and died on 15, 1659 in Herren Sulzbach. Eva died circa, 1661 in Herren-Sulzbach.
Children of Eva STRAUS and Adam SIMON are shown under Adam SIMON(8232).

8234 Peter

Peter KIEFFER, the son of Sebastiao XAVIER(16468) and Justina DE QUADROS(16469), was born in, 1621 in Roetzweiler, Rheinland. He married Unknown MARGARETHA. Unknown was born in, 1620 in Germany.
Children of Peter KIEFFER and Unknown MARGARETHA:
1. Maria Agnes KIEFFER was born on 8, 1646 in Enkirch and she died on 10, 1676 in Sulzbach. Details of her family were shown earlier (4117).

8235 Unknown

Unknown MARGARETHA was born in, 1620 in Germany. She married Peter KIEFFER. Peter, the son of Sebastiao XAVIER(16468) and Justina DE QUADROS(16469), was born in, 1621 in Roetzweiler.
Children of Unknown MARGARETHA and Peter KIEFFER are shown under Peter KIEFFER(8234).

8276 Andreas

Andreas BOGNER was born some time before, 1604 in Lomersheim.
Children of Andreas BOGNER and ___:
1. Johann Michael BOGER was born in, 1626 in Baden-WÄ¶rttemberg and he died on 30, 1666 in Lomersheim. Details of his family were shown earlier (4138).

8278 Wieland
Wieland GRAESSLIN was born in , 1604 in Lomersheim. He married Catharina UNKNOWN. Catharina was born in , 1608 in Lomersheim, Deu, Baden-Wuerttemberg and died in Lomersheim. Wieland died there.

Children of Wieland GRAESSLIN and Catharina UNKNOWN:

1. Anna GRAESSLIN was born in , 1630 in Lomersheim and she died on 6, 1688 there. Details of her family were shown earlier (4139).

8279 Catharina

Catharina UNKNOWN was born in , 1608 in Lomersheim. She married Wieland GRAESSLIN. Wieland was born in , 1604 in Lomersheim and died in Lomersheim. Catharina died there.

Children of Catharina UNKNOWN and Wieland GRAESSLIN are shown under Wieland GRAESSLIN(8278).

8280 Daniel

Daniel BADER, the son of Claus BADER(16560) and Barbara BONER(16561), was born on 28, 1591 in Marktoberdorf. He married Appollonia ALLGAIER. Appollonia, the daughter of Matthis ALGEIER and Margaretha SCHNEITMANN, was born on 9, 1585 in , , Germany. Daniel died in , 1690 there.

Children of Daniel BADER and Appollonia ALLGAIER:

1. George BAUDER was born in , 1620 in Marktoberdorf and he died in , 1701 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (4140).

8281 Appollonia

Appollonia ALLGAIER, the daughter of Matthis ALGEIER(16562) and Margaretha SCHNEITMANN(16563), was born on 9, 1585 in , , Germany. She married Daniel BADER. Daniel, the son of Claus BADER(16560) and Barbara BONER(16561), was born on 28, 1591 in Marktoberdorf and died in , 1690 in , , Germany.

Children of Appollonia ALLGAIER and Daniel BADER are shown under Daniel BADER(8280).

8282 Oswald

Oswald RENN was born in , 1596 in Lehen, Austria. He married Barbara Auf DER LEHNEN. Barbara was born in , 1606 in Lehen and died in , 1670 in Marktoberdorf, , Baden-Wuerttemberg. Oswald died in , 1696 there.

Children of Oswald RENN and Barbara Auf DER LEHNEN:

1. Rosina RENN was born in , 1622 in Lehen and she died in , 1701 in Marktoberdorf. Details of her family were shown earlier (4141).

8283 Barbara Auf

Barbara Auf DER LEHNEN was born in , 1606 in Lehen. She married Oswald RENN. Oswald was born in , 1596 in Lehen and died in , 1696 in Marktoberdorf. Barbara died in , 1670 there.

Children of Barbara Auf DER LEHNEN and Oswald RENN are shown under Oswald RENN(8282).

8960 John

John MEYRICK, the son of William MEYRICK(17920) and Janet TREVILLIER(17921), was born on 1, 1579 in St Davids, Pembrokeshire, Wales. He married first, Elizabeth UNKNOWN. Elizabeth was born. John married second, Dorothy BISHOP in , 1602 in St. David's, Pembrokeshire. Dorothy, the daughter of Matthew BISHOP and Elizabeth YOUNG, was born in , 1570 in St Davids and died on 25, 1650 in Roxbury, Suffolk. John died some time before 26, 1650 there.

John MEYRICK and Elizabeth UNKNOWN had no children.

Children of John MEYRICK and Dorothy BISHOP:

1. Thomas MERRICK was born in , 1620 in St. Davids and he died on 7, 1704 in Springfield. Details of his family were shown earlier (4480).

2. Janet MEYRICK was born in , 1591 in Wales, Llanleschydd, St David's, Pembrokeshire.

3. William MERRICK was born circa , 1603 in St Davids. William died some time before 6, 1689 in Eastham, Barnstable, Massachusetts.

4. John MERRICK was born in , 1604 in Wales. John died in , 1604 there.
v. James Merrick was born in , 1612 in St. Davids, Pembrokeshire. James died on 2, 1708 in Newbury, Essex Co., Massachusetts.

vi. John Merrick was born in , 1614 in St. Davids. John died on 15, 1678 in Charlestown, Middlesex.

vii. Sarah Mirick was born in , 1618 in Pembrokeshire. Sarah died on 5, 1705 in Newbury, Essex.

8961 Dorothy

Dorothy Bishop, the daughter of Matthew Bishop(17922) and Elizabeth Young(17923), was born in , 1570 in St Davids. She married John Meyrick in , 1602 in St. David’s. John, the son of William Meyrick(17920) and Janet Treviler(17921), was born on 1, 1579 in St Davids and died some time before 26, 1650 in Roxbury. John had previously married Elizabeth UNKNOWN. Dorothy died on 25, 1650 there.

Children of Dorothy Bishop and John Meyrick are shown under John Meyrick(8960).

8964 Jonathan

Jonathan Dumbleton was born circa , 1600 in England.

Children of Jonathan Dumbleton and blank:

1. John Dumbleton was born in , 1625 in England and he died on 27, 1702 in Springfield. Details of his family were shown earlier (4482).

8966 Thomas

Thomas Marshfield was born circa , 1601 in Exeter. He married Mercy UNKNOWN in , 1625 in England. Mercy was born circa , 1605 in England and died on 30, 1654 in Springfield, Massachusetts Bay. Thomas died some time before 29, 1649.

Children of Thomas Marshfield and Mercy UNKNOWN:

1. Mercy Marshfield was born in , 1627 in Exeter and she died on 4, 1704 in Springfield. Details of her family were shown earlier (4483).

ii. Samuel Marshfield was born circa , 1626 in Exeter, Devonshire, England. Samuel died on 8, 1692 in Springfield.

iii. Sarah Marshfield was born on 25, 1633 in Berry Pomeroy, Devon. Sarah died on 9, 1709 in Springfield.

iv. Priscilla Marshfield was born circa , 1635 in Dorchester, Suffolk Co., Massachusetts. Priscilla died on 20, 1639 in Windsor, Hartford Co., Connecticut.

8967 Mercy

Mercy UNKNOWN was born circa , 1605 in England. She married Thomas Marshfield in , 1632. Thomas was born circa , 1601 in Exeter and died some time before 29, 1649. Mercy died on 30, 1654 in Springfield.

Children of Mercy UNKNOWN and Thomas Marshfield are shown under Thomas Marshfield(8966).

8968 John


Children of John Moore and Elizabeth UNKNOWN:

1. Elizabeth Moore was born circa 10, 1628 in England. Elizabeth died on 3, 1705 in Framingham, Middlesex.

ii. John Moore was born some time before 11, 1628 in Henham. John died some time before 23, 1702 in Lancaster, Middlesex County.

iii. Susan Moore was born on 17, 1630 in Henham. Susan died on 18, 1630 there.

Children of John Moore and Elizabeth Rice:

1. Joseph Moore was born on 21, 1647 in Sudbury and he died on 2, 1725 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (4484).
II. Anna Moore was born some time after 12, 1634 in England. Anna died circa, 1635 there.

III. Richard Moore was born circa, 1636 in Berkhamstead. Richard died on 7, 1640 there.

IV. William Moore was born in, 1639 in England. William died on 25, 1668 in Sudbury.

V. Mary Moore was born some time before 9, 1642 in Berkhamstead, Hertfordshire, England. Mary died on 10, 1703 in Sudbury, Middlesex, Province of Massachusetts Bay.

VI. Lydia Moore was born on 24, 1643 in Sudbury. Lydia died on 23, 1723 there.

VII. Jacob Moore was born on 15, 1643 in Sudbury. Jacob died on 14, 1715 there.

VIII. Benjamin Moore was born on 13, 1645 in Sudbury. Benjamin died on 29, 1729 there.

IX. Elizabeth Moore was born some time before 9, 1645 in Berkhamstead. Elizabeth died circa, 1650 there.

8969 Elizabeth

Elizabeth Rice, the daughter of Henry Rice(17938) and Elizabeth Frost(17939), was born on 18, 1612 in Stanstead. She married John Moore on 27, 1633 in Little Gaddesden. John was born circa, 1610 in Henham and died on 6, 1674 in Sudbury. John had previously married Elizabeth Unknown in, 1625 in England, and had 3 children by that marriage: Elizabeth, John, Susan. Elizabeth died on 14, 1690 in Sudbury.

Children of Elizabeth Rice and John Moore are shown under John Moore(8968).

8970 Thomas

Thomas Axtell, the son of William Axtell(17940) and Thomasine Cutler(17941), was born on 26, 1619 in Berkhamstead, Hertfordshire. He married Mary Unknown in, 1638 in Hertford England. Mary was born circa, 1620 in England and died some time after, 1673 in Sudbury, Middlesex, Massachusetts. Mary later remarried John Maynard on 14, 1646 in Sudbury Middlesex County Massachusetts, and had 5 children by that marriage: Zachariah, Elizabeth, Sarah, Hannah, Mary. Thomas died on 8, 1646 in Sudbury, Middlesex, MA.

Children of Thomas Axtell and Mary Unknown:

i. Lydia Axtell was born on 2, 1644 in Sudbury and she died on 23, 1717 in Sudbury. Details of her family were shown earlier (4485).

II. Mary Axtell was born on 25, 1639 in Berkhamstead, Hertfordshire. Mary died on 14, 1704 in Sudbury.

III. Henry Axtell was born circa 15, 1641 in Berkhamstead. Henry died on 19, 1676 in Marlborough, Middlesex.

8971 Mary

Mary Unknown was born circa, 1620 in England. She married first, Thomas Axtell in, 1638 in Hertford England. Thomas, the son of William Axtell(17940) and Thomasine Cutler(17941), was born on 26, 1619 in Berkhamstead and died on 8, 1646 in Sudbury. Mary married second, John Maynard on 14, 1646 in Sudbury Middlesex County Massachusetts. John, the son of John Maynard and Elizabeth Ashton, was born in, 1598 in Basingbourn, Ricamond, St Edwards, England and died on 10, 1672 in Sudbury. Mary died some time after, 1673 in Sudbury.

Children of Mary Unknown and Thomas Axtell are shown under Thomas Axtell(8970).

Children of Mary Unknown and John Maynard:

i. Zachariah Maynard was born on 7, 1647 in Sudbury. Zachariah died on 11, 1724 in Sudbury.

II. Elizabeth Maynard was born on 26, 1649 in Sudbury, Worcester County, Massachusetts. Elizabeth died on 5, 1676 there.

III. Sarah Maynard was born in, 1651 in Hartford, Hartford. Sarah died in, 1725 there.

IV. Hannah Maynard was born on 30, 1653 in Sudbury. Hannah died on 10, 1675 in Charlestown, Suffolk, Massachusetts Bay Colony.

V. Mary Maynard was born on 3, 1656 in Sudbury. Mary died on 4, 1677 in Concord, Middlesex, Massachusetts, Bay Colony.

8972 William

William Allis was born in, 1613 in Dagenham, Essex. He married first, Mary Unknown in, 1641 in Braintree, Essex. Mary was born in, 1615 in England and died on 19, 1677 in Hatfield, Hampshire. William married second, Mary Brownson on
25, 1678 in Springfield. Mary, the daughter of John BROWNSON and Frances HILLS, was born in , 1627 in Earl’s Colne, Essexshire, England and died some time after , 1694 in Hartford. William married third, Mary BROWNSON on 26, 1678 in Massachusetts. Mary was born circa , 1615 in Braintree, Norfolk, Massachusetts and died circa , 1681 in Hatfield. William died on 6, 1678 in Hartford.

Children of William ALLIS and Mary UNKNOWN:

i. Samuel ALLIS was born on 24, 1647 in Braintree and he died on 9, 1691 in Hatfield. Details of his family were shown earlier (4486).

ii. John ALLIS was born on 5, 1642 in Braintree. John died on 1, 1691 in Hatfield.

iii. Josiah ALLIS was born circa , 1649 in Braintree, Suffolk County, Massachusetts Bay Colony. Josiah died circa 15, 1651 there.

iv. Josiah ALLIS was born on 20, 1651 in Braintree, Norfolk Co, Massachusetts. Josiah died some time before , 1751.

v. William ALLIS was born on 10, 1653 in Braintree. William died in , 1653.

vi. Mary ALLIS was born circa 25, 1653 in Braintree. Mary died circa 25, 1690 in Hatfield, Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay Colony.

vii. Hannah ALLIS was born on 28, 1654 in Hatfield. Hannah died in , 1718 there.

viii. William ALLIS was born circa 10, 1656 in Braintree, Suffolk. William died on 19, 1676 in Turners Falls, Hampshire County.

William ALLIS and Mary BROWNSON had no children.

William ALLIS and Mary BROWNSON had no children.

8973 Mary

Mary UNKNOWN was born in , 1615 in England. She married William ALLIS in , 1641 in Braintree. William was born in , 1613 in Dagenham and died on 6, 1678 in Hartford. William later remarried Mary BROWNSON on 25, 1678 in Springfield. William later remarried Mary BROWNSON on 26, 1678 in Massachusetts. Mary died on 19, 1677 in Hatfield.

Children of Mary UNKNOWN and William ALLIS are shown under William ALLIS(8972).

9376 John Ap Rees

John Ap Rees WYNNE, the son of Rees WYNNE(18752), was born circa , 1570 in Yskeiviog Parish. He married Grace VERCH MORGAN on 29, 1588 in Bodfari Church, Flintshire. Grace was born in , 1570 and died in , 1598. John died in , 1638 in Flintshire.

Children of John Ap Rees WYNNE and Grace VERCH MORGAN:

1. Thomas WYNNE was born on 20, 1589 in Yskeiviog Parish and he died circa , 1638 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (4688).

9377 Grace

Grace VERCH MORGAN was born in , 1570. She married John Ap Rees WYNNE on 29, 1588 in Bodfari Church. John, the son of Rees WYNNE(18752) was born circa , 1570 in Yskeiviog Parish and died in , 1638 in Flintshire. Grace died in , 1598.

Children of Grace VERCH MORGAN and John Ap Rees WYNNE are shown under John Ap Rees WYNNE(9376).

9379 Grace

Grace SALUSBURY was born in , 1565 in Flintshire County, Wales. Grace died in , 1601 there.

Children of Grace SALUSBURY and ___:

1. Catherine LLOYD was born in , 1589 in Ysceifiog and she died in , 1633 in Flintshire County. Details of her family were shown earlier (4689).

9380 James

James BUTTALL was born in , 1580. James died in , 1625.

Children of James BUTTALL and ___:

1. Randall Samuel BUTTALL was born circa , 1604 in Wrexham and he died some time before 23, 1684 in Wrexham. Details of his family were shown earlier (4690).
9390 Thomas

Thomas HAYWARD was born circa 1600 in Aylesford. He married Susanna TOWNE in 1624 there. Susanna was born circa 1602 in Aylesford and died some time before 29, 1678 in Bridgewater. Thomas died some time before 8, 1681 there.

Children of Thomas HAYWARD and Susanna TOWNE:

1. Martha HAYWARD was born circa 1634 in Aylesford and she died some time before 1703 in Bridgewater. Details of her family were shown earlier (4695).
2. Thomas HAYWARD was born circa 1623 in Aylesford. Thomas died on 15, 1698 in Bridgewater.
3. John HAYWARD was born on 1, 1624 in Aylesford. John died on 14, 1705 in Bridgewater.
4. Elizabeth HAYWARD was born circa 1626 in England. Elizabeth died in Bef 1705.
5. Susanna HAYWARD was born on 10, 1632 in Aylesford. Susanna died on 4, 1661 in Bridgewater.
6. Nathaniel HAYWARD was born circa 1639 in Massachusetts. Nathaniel died in Bridgewater.
7. Elisha HAYWARD was born circa 1642 in Duxbury. Elisha died in 1703 in Bridgewater.
8. Joseph HAYWARD was born circa 1646 in Duxbury. Joseph died on 20, 1718 in Bridgewater.
9. Mary HAYWARD was born in 1648 in Duxbury. Mary died in 1707.

9391 Susanna

Susanna TOWNE was born circa 1602 in Aylesford. She married Thomas HAYWARD in 1624 there. Thomas was born circa 1600 in Aylesford and died some time before 8, 1681 in Bridgewater. Susanna died some time before 29, 1678 there.

Children of Susanna TOWNE and Thomas HAYWARD are shown under Thomas HAYWARD (9390).

Generation 15

16464 Johann Simon

Johann Simon SIMONIS, the son of Caspar Closgen SIMON (32928), was born circa 1585 in Kirschweiler, Trier, Rheinland-Pfalz. He married UNKNOWN ELSA. UNKNOWN was born in 1581 and died in 1626. Johann died circa 1626 in Birkenfeld, Birkenfeld.

Children of Johann Simon SIMONIS and UNKNOWN ELSA:

1. Adam SIMON was born in 1615 in Herrensalzbach and he died on 15, 1659 in Herren Salzbach. Details of his family were shown earlier (8232).

16465 UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN ELSA was born in 1581. She married Johann Simon SIMONIS. Johann, the son of Caspar Closgen SIMON (32928) was born circa 1585 in Kirschweiler and died circa 1626 in Birkenfeld. UNKNOWN died in 1626.

Children of UNKNOWN ELSA and Johann Simon SIMONIS are shown under Johann Simon SIMONIS (16464).

16466 Hans

Hans STRAUSS was born in 1592 in Herrensalzbach. Hans died on 17, 1675 in Wertheim, Germany.

Children of Hans STRAUSS and ___:

1. Eva STRAUS was born in 1618 in Herrensalzbach and she died circa 1661 in Herren Salzbach. Details of her family were shown earlier (8233).

16468 Sebastiao
Sebastiao Xavier was born in 1590 in Germany. He married Justina De Quadros. Justina was born.

Children of Sebastiao Xavier and Justina De Quadros:
1. Peter Kieffer was born in 1621 in Roetzweiler. Details of his family were shown earlier (8234).

16469 Justina
Justina De Quadros was born. She married Sebastiao Xavier. Sebastiao was born in 1590 in Germany.

Children of Justina De Quadros and Sebastiao Xavier are shown under Sebastiao Xavier (16468).

16560 Claus
Claus Bader was born in 1548 in Langenbruck, Basel-Country, Switzerland. He married Barbara Boner in 1593 in Germany. Barbara was born in 1572 in Switzerland and died in 1660 in Switzerland. Claus died in 1593 in Germany.

Children of Claus Bader and Barbara Boner:
1. Daniel Bader was born on 28, 1591 in Marktoberdorf and he died in 1690 in Germany. Details of his family were shown earlier (8280).

16561 Barbara
Barbara Boner was born in 1572 in Switzerland. She married Claus Bader in 1593 in Germany. Claus was born in 1548 in Langenbruck and died in 1593 in Germany. Barbara died in 1660 in Switzerland.

Children of Barbara Boner and Claus Bader are shown under Claus Bader (16560).

16562 Matthys
Matthys Algeier, the son of Paulus Algeier (33124), was born in 1550 in Altenstadt, Cham, Bayern. He married Margaretha Schneitmann on 18, 1579 in Germany. Margaretha, the daughter of Jerg Schneitmann and Elisabeth Unknown, was born in 1559 in Germany and died on 12, 1594 in Fellbach, Rems-Murr-Kreis, Baden-Wuerttemberg. Matthys died on 3, 1594 there.

Children of Matthys Algeier and Margaretha Schneitmann:
1. Appollonia Allgaier was born on 9, 1585 in Germany. Details of her family were shown earlier (8281).
2. Gregorius Allgaier was born on 13, 1592 in Fellbach. Gregorius died on 11, 1648 in Kirchheim, Esslingen, Baden-Wuerttemberg.

16563 Margaretha
Margaretha Schneitmann, the daughter of Jerg Schneitmann (33126) and Elisabeth Unknown (33127), was born in 1559 in Germany. She married Matthys Algeier on 18, 1579 in Germany. Matthys, the son of Paulus Algeier (33124) was born in 1550 in Altenstadt and died on 3, 1594 in Fellbach. Margaretha died on 12, 1594 there.

Children of Margaretha Schneitmann and Matthys Algeier are shown under Matthys Algeier (16562).

17920 William
William Meyrick, the son of John Meyrick (35840) and Sage Griffith (35841), was born in 1546 in St Davids, Pembrokeshire, Wales, England. He married first, Joan Young. Joan was born. William married second, Janet Trevillier. Janet, the daughter of Ienen Trevillier was born in 1550 in Anglesey, Wales and died in St. David, Pembroke, Wales. William married third, Janet Verch Ienen in 1578. Janet, the daughter of John Ap Ienen and Ienen Unknown, was born in 1550 in Anglesey and died in 1589 in St Davids. William fourth had a child with an unknown spouse. William died in 1590 in Rector, St Davids, Pembrokeshire, England.

William Meyrick and Joan Young had no children.

Children of William Meyrick and Janet Trevillier:
1. John Meyrick was born on 1, 1579 in St Davids and he died some time before 26, 1650 in Roxbury. Details of his family were shown earlier (8960).

2. Owen Meyrick was born circa , 1581 in St Davids. Owen died circa , 1591 there.

3. Robert Meyrick was born circa , 1583 in St Davids.

4. Janet Meyrick was born circa , 1585 in St Davids.

William Meyrick and Janet Verch Ienen had no children.

Children of William Meyrick and Janet Verch Ienen are shown under William Meyrick(17920).

17921 Janet

Janet Trevillier, the daughter of Ienen Trevillier(35842), was born in , 1550 in Anglesey. She married William Meyrick. William, the son of John Meyrick(35840) and Sage Griffith(35841), was born in , 1546 in St Davids and died in , 1590 in Rector. William had previously married Joan Young. William later remarried Janet Verch Ienen in , 1578. William later remarried , and had 1 child by that marriage: Richard. Janet died in St. David.

Children of Janet Trevillier and William Meyrick are shown under William Meyrick(17920).

17922 Matthew

Matthew Bishop was born in , 1534 in St Davids. He married Elizabeth Young. Elizabeth, the daughter of Robert Young and Unknown UNKNOWN, was born in , 1538 in St David's and died in , 1574 in Pembrokeshire. Matthew died in , 1574 in St Davids. Details of her family were shown earlier (8969).

Children of Matthew Bishop and Elizabeth Young:

1. Dorothy Bishop was born in , 1570 in St Davids and she died on 25, 1650 in Roxbury. Details of her family were shown earlier (8961).

17923 Elizabeth

Elizabeth Young, the daughter of Robert Young(35846) and Unknown UNKNOWN(35847), was born in , 1538 in St. David's. She married Matthew Bishop. Matthew was born in , 1534 in St Davids and died in , 1574 in St Davids. Elizabeth died in , 1574 in Pembrokeshire. Children of Elizabeth Young and Matthew Bishop are shown under Matthew Bishop(17922).

17938 Henry

Henry Rice, the son of William Ap Rhys(35876) and Thomasine Myal(35877), was born circa , 1564 in Buckhamstead, Hartford, England. He married first, Margaret Baker on 22, 1579 in Sudbury, Suffolk. Margaret, the daughter of Thomas Baker and Agnes Goldhop, was born on 1, 1558 in Sudbury and died circa , 1625 in Sudbury. Henry married second, Elizabeth Frost in , 1605 in Stanstead. Elizabeth, the daughter of Edward Frost and Thomasine Belgrave, was born on 24, 1588 in Stanstead and died on 20, 1647 in Sudbury. Elizabeth later remarried Philemon Whale in , 1622 in England, and had 1 child by that marriage: Philemon. Henry died on 16, 1621 in Stanstead, St James, Suffolk.

Children of Henry Rice and Margaret Baker:

1. Henry Rice was born on 18, 1583 in Stanstead. Henry died on 16, 1621 in Sudbury.

2. Robert Rice was born in , 1596 in Stanstead, Suffolk.

Children of Henry Rice and Elizabeth Frost:

1. Elizabeth Rice was born on 18, 1612 in Stanstead and she died on 14, 1690 in Sudbury. Details of her family were shown earlier (8969).

2. John Rice was born in , 1606 in Suffolk.

3. Edward Rice was born circa , 1608 in Stanstead. Edward died some time after , 1616.

4. Mary Rice was born in , 1615 in Stanstead.

5. Anne Rice was born in , 1618 in Stanstead.

17939 Elizabeth

Elizabeth Frost, the daughter of Edward Frost(35878) and Thomasine Belgrave(35879), was born on 24, 1588 in Stanstead. She married first, Henry Rice in , 1605 there. Henry, the son of William Ap Rhys(35876) and Thomasine
MYAL(35877), was born circa , 1564 in Buckhamstead and died on 16, 1621 in Stanstead. Henry had previously married Margaret BAKER on 22, 1579 in Sudbury, and had 2 children by that marriage: Henry, Robert. Elizabeth married second, Philemon WHALE in , 1622 in England. Philemon, the son of Philemon WHALE and Agnes NORWOOD, was born some time before 27, 1599 in Chickney, Essex and died on 24, 1675 in Sudbury. Elizabeth died on 20, 1647 in Sudbury.

Children of Elizabeth FROST and Henry RICE are shown under Henry RICE(17938).

Children of Elizabeth FROST and Philemon WHALE:

i. Philemon WHALE was born on 27, 1625 in Colchester, Essex. Philemon died on 23, 1625 in Stanstead.

17941 Thomasine

Thomasine CUTLER, the daughter of Nelson CUTLER(35882) and Jennifer YOUNG(35883), was born circa , 1591 in England. She married William AXTELL in , 1611 there. William, the son of John AXSTYL(35880) and Dorothy SYMONDS(35881), was born circa , 1587 in Berkhamsted Hertfordshire and died some time before 23, 1638 in Berkhamsted Hertfordshire. Thomasine died in , 1675 in Berkhamsted.

Children of Thomasine CUTLER and William AXTELL are shown under William AXTELL(17940).

18752 Rees

Rees WYNNE, the son of John WYNNE(37504), was born circa , 1538 in Yskeiviog Parish.

Children of Rees WYNNE and ___:

i. John Ap Rees WYNNE was born circa , 1570 in Yskeiviog Parish and he died in , 1638 in Flintshire. Details of his family were shown earlier (9376).
Generation 16

32928 Caspar Closgen
Caspar Closgen Simon was born circa 1566 in Pfefelfelbach, Kusel. Caspar died circa 7, 1614 in Pfefelfelbach, Kusel, Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany. 9th great-grandfather.

Children of Caspar Closgen Simon:
1. Johann Simon Simonis was born circa 1585 in Kirschweiler and he died circa 1626 in Birkenfeld. Details of his family were shown earlier (16464).

33124 Paulus
Paulus Algeier was born circa 1525.

Children of Paulus Algeier:
1. MatthiT Algeier was born circa 1550 in Alttenstadt and he died on 3, 1594 in Fellbach. Details of his family were shown earlier (16562).

33126 Jerg
Jerg Schneitmann was born circa 1535. He married Elisabeth Unknown. Elisabeth was born circa 1535. Jerg died in 1566.

Children of Jerg Schneitmann and Elisabeth Unknown:
1. Margaretha Schneitmann was born circa 1559 in Germany and she died on 12, 1594 in Fellbach. Details of her family were shown earlier (16563).

33127 Elisabeth
Elisabeth Unknown was born circa 1535. She married Jerg Schneitmann. Jerg was born circa 1535 and died in 1566.

Children of Elisabeth Unknown and Jerg Schneitmann are shown under Jerg Schneitmann (33126).

35840 John
John Meyrick, the son of Llewellyn Meyrick (71680) and Margaret Verch Roland (71681), was born in 1513 in Bodorgan, Anglesey. He married Sage Griffith. Sage, the daughter of James Griffith and Maud Lloyd, was born in 1521 in Angle, Pembrokeshire and died in 1554 in Bodorgan, Isle of Anglesey, Wales.

Children of John Meyrick and Sage Griffith:
1. William Meyrick was born in 1546 in St Davids and he died in 1590 in Rector. Details of his family were shown earlier (17920).
2. Owain Meyrick was born in 1550 in Llangylle, Pembrok.
3. Maud Meyrick was born circa 1554 in Anglesey.

35841 Sage
Sage Griffith, the daughter of James Griffith (71682) and Maud Lloyd (71683), was born in 1521 in Angle. She married John Meyrick. John, the son of Llewellyn Meyrick (71680) and Margaret Verch Roland (71681), was born in 1513 in Bodorgan. Sage died in 1554 in Bodorgan.

Children of Sage Griffith and John Meyrick are shown under John Meyrick (35840).

35842 Ienen
Ienen Trevillier, the son of John Trevillier (71684), was born circa 1513 in England. Ienen died there.

Children of Ienen Trevillier:
1. Janet Trevillier was born in 1550 in Anglesey and she died in St. David. Details of her family were shown earlier (17921).

35846 Robert
Robert Young was born in 1508 in St. David’s. He married Unknown Unknown in 1536 there. Unknown was born circa 1516 in St Davids. Robert died in 1542 in of Pembrokeshire, Wales.

Children of Robert Young and Unknown Unknown:
Reitz Ancestors

Generation 16

1. Elizabeth Young was born in 1538 in St. David’s and she died in 1574 in Pembrokeshire. Details of her family were shown earlier (17923).

35847 Unknown

Unknown UNKNOWN was born circa 1516 in St. David’s. She married Robert Young in 1536 in St. David’s. Robert was born in 1508 in St. David’s and died in of.

Children of Unknown UNKNOWN and Robert Young are shown under Robert Young (35846).

35876 William Ap


Children of William Ap Rhys and Thomasine Myal:

1. Henry Rice was born circa 1564 in Buckhamstead and he died in 1621 in Stanstead. Details of his family were shown earlier (17938).

2. Thomas Royce was born in 1569 in Martock, Somerset, England. Thomas died some time after 26, 1612 in Somerset.

35877 Thomasine

Thomasine Myal was born in 1527 in Little. She married William Ap Rhys in 1559 in Buckhamstead. William was born in 1522 in Buckinghamshire and died in 1588 in Medmenham. Thomasine died circa 1578 in Bures.


35878 Edward

Edward Frost, the son of John Frost (71756) and Ann Scott (71757), was born some time before 13, 1561 in Glensford, Suffolk. He married Thomasine Belgrave on 26, 1585 there. Thomasine, the daughter of John Belgrave and Joanna Strutt, was born on 11, 1560 in Leverington, Fenland District, Cambridgeshire, England and died circa 1633 in England. Edward died on 3, 1616 in Stanstead.

Children of Edward Frost and Thomasine Belgrave:

1. Elizabeth Frost was born on 24, 1588 in Stanstead and she died on 20, 1647 in Sudbury. Details of her family were shown earlier (17939).

2. Anne Frost was born on 28, 1586 in Suffolk. Anne died on 27, 1586 in Glensford.

3. William Frost was born circa 19, 1589 in Stanstead. William died on 6, 1644 in Fairfield, Connecticut Colony.

4. Anne Frost was born on 3, 1592 in Stanstead. Anne died on 26, 1642 in Glensford.

5. Alice Frost was born on 1, 1594 in Stanstead. Alice died some time after 1668 in Barnstable, Barnstable, Plymouth Colony.

6. Mary Frost was born on 21, 1596 in Stanstead. Mary died on 13, 1596 there.

7. Thomasine Frost was born some time before 11, 1600 in St James, Stanstead. Thomasine died on 13, 1654 in Sudbury.

8. Gerner Frost was born in 1604 in England. Gerner died on 13, 1654 in Sudbury.

9. Edward Frost was born on 11, 1605 in Stanstead. Edward died in 1672 there.

10. Edward Frost was born on 11, 1605 in Suffolk. Edward died on 26, 1616 there.

11. Mary Frost was born on 20, 1607 in Stanstead. Mary died circa 31, 1622 there.

12. John Frost was born on 20, 1610 in Suffolk. John died in 1612 in Stanstead.


14. Thomas Frost was born on 21, 1616 in Stanstead. Thomas died in 1639 in Cambridge, Middlesex County, Massachusetts Bay Colony.

35879 Thomasine

Thomasine Belgrave, the daughter of John Belgrave (71758) and Joanna Strutt (71759), was
born on 11, 1560 in Leverington. She married Edward Frost on 26, 1585 in Glemsford. Edward, the son of John Frost (71756) and Ann Scott (71757), was born some time before 13, 1561 in Glemsford and died on 3, 1616 in Stanstead. Thomasine died circa, 1653 in England.

Children of Thomasine Belgrave and Edward Frost are shown under Edward Frost (35878).

35880 John

John AXSTYL, the son of William AXTELL (71760), was born in, 1561 in Gatasden, Herford, England. He married Dorothy SYMONDS. Dorothy was born in, 1565 in England and died circa, 1587. John died in, 1591.

Children of John AXSTYL and Dorothy SYMONDS:

1. William AXTELL was born circa, 1587 in Berkhamsted Hertfordshire and he died some time before 23, 1638 there. Details of his family were shown earlier (17940).

35881 Dorothy

Dorothy SYMONDS was born in, 1565 in England. She married John AXSTYL. John, the son of William AXTELL (71760) was born in, 1561 in Gatasden and died in, 1591. Dorothy died circa, 1587.

Children of Dorothy SYMONDS and John AXSTYL are shown under John AXSTYL (35880).

35882 Nelson

Nelson CUTLER was born circa, 1570. He married Jennifer YOUNG. Jennifer was born circa, 1570.

Children of Nelson CUTLER and Jennifer YOUNG:

1. Thomasine CUTLER was born circa, 1591 in England and she died in, 1675 in Berkhamsted. Details of her family were shown earlier (17941).

35883 Jennifer

Jennifer YOUNG was born circa, 1570. She married Nelson CUTLER. Nelson was born circa, 1570. Children of Jennifer YOUNG and Nelson CUTLER are shown under Nelson CUTLER (35882).

37504 John

John WYNNE, the son of Harri WYNNE (75008) and Alice THELWELL (75009), was born circa, 1510 in Yskeiviog Parish.

Children of John WYNNE and __:

1. Rees WYNNE was born circa, 1538 in Yskeiviog Parish. Details of his family were shown earlier (18752).

37504 John
71680 Llewellyn
Llewellyn MEYRICK was born some time before, 1500. Llewellyn died in, 1538.

71681 Margaret Verch
Margaret Verch ROLAND was born in, 1483.

71682 James
James GRIFFITH was born in, 1487.

71683 Maud
Maud LLOYD was born in, 1487. Maud died in, 1530.

71684 John
John TREVILLIER was born in, 1480.

71756 John
John FROST was born on 8, 1540. John died on 5, 1609.

71757 Ann
Ann SCOTT was born circa, 1538. Ann died on 30, 1588.

71758 John
John BELGRAVE was born circa, 1535. John died on 12, 1591.

71759 Joanna
Joanna STRUTT was born circa, 1541. Joanna died circa, 1577.

71760 William
William AXTELL was born circa, 1541. William died some time after, 1560.

75008 Harri
Harri WYNNE was born circa, 1485.

75009 Alice
Alice THELWELL was born circa, 1485.